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Special thanks to CarolYn 
Weigel and the U~sinus 
Archive Room for the 
numerous pictures and 














on what is 
now the East 
of campus just 
in front of 
Bermin Art 
Musuem. It 






on what is 
now the UC 
campus. It 
was a one 
room 
grammer 
school in the 
M~--early 1800's. 
was owned in the later years by Dr. James 
Palmer, who attempted to sell it and the adjoining land to the 
college in 1872 before the board of directors decided to build the 
East Wing on Freeland Hall (Derr Hall). Prospect Terrace offered 
board to women for $4 per week, including heat and light. It 
burned in 1900. 
Freeland 











along with 7 
acres and 
139 perches 
of land were purchased for $20,000 in 
January 1869. Stine hall, a dormitory on the North side, was 
erected in 1856 and Derr on the East was built in 1872. Derr was 
added after UC was founded in 1869. ln 1910 a new portico was 
added. Freeland Hall remained the center of campus life until it 
was razed in 1968 to make space for the new Myrin Library. 
Now and Then ••• 
ie original Olevian 
,all, purchased in 1891 as the "Ladies 
oarding Hall," was the first women's dormitory. It was 















The first building 
to be built after 
Ursinus College 
opened in 1869, 
was Bomberger 
Hall. It was 




. ~ "'iO" 90), who was 
.: _i ~ the founder of 
Ursinus College 
and its first President from 1870-1890. Bomberger 
Hall opened in 1892 at a cost of $62,000 to make. 
le coach.--------___ ...... _....:. __ -===J 
Brodbeck and Curtis 
dormitories for men were built in 1927. 










built as a 
memorial 
to students 
and alumni who died in WWl. 
For many years men students were required to sit and study 
on the left half of the room, and women on the right. 
Whether it is for Halloween, or 
just to entertain their friends, 
one of the favorite pass times of 
UC students is dressing up. No 
matter the occassion, this event 
always results in lots of laughs 
Student Life 
Class of 1891 -
"the average age of the class is 
21 314 years. The average height is 5 feet, 
and many times embarrra"s,s:i~ng;.. ... ~~~ 
pictures. ~ 
6 inches, the tallest member overlooking us from an 
elevation of 5 feet 8 3/4 inches, while the shortest smiles up 
at the rest from a height of 5 feet. The average weight Is 
132 pounds, the extremes being 105 and 154" ("Ursinus 
College: A History of its First Hundred Years, page 41). 
In the handbook for the 1941-
1942 school year, it states that 
"the fri.endliest tradtion at 
Ursinus College is saying "Hello!" 
... an Ursinus student is never 
passed without a greeting." 
8 Student Life 
the privelage of 
sitting on the front 
steps was reserved 
for upper classmen 
In the mid 1970's dormitori.es were made co-
ed. Up until this point, students were forbid-
den to entertain those of the opposite sex in 




en • •• 
Freeland Hall 
had two dining 
rooms, an 















In 1962, beds were required to 
be made by lOam. 
In the middle 
1900's dancing was 
not permitted in 
any of the college 
buildings, except 
on occasions 
specified by the 
President of the 
college. 
Be Thankful You Were Not a Fresh-
man in 1926 ... 
Regulations for Boys 
- Freshman shall, after the last day of registration, be 
compelled to wear red caps with green buttons ... Caps 
shall be worn at all times on the campus and in town, 
except Sundays. 
- Freshman are required to wear a plain, black, 
Windsor tie at all times and with the same privileges 
as specified concerning the wearing of the cap. 
- Freshman are required to wear black socks at all 
times. 
- Freshman must carry matches (lighters not accepted) 
at all times for the use of upper classmen and sopho-
mores. 
- Freshman shall run errands at the request of upper 
classman and sophomores, within the borough limits. 
- Freshman are required to raise (lift) their caps to 
members of the faculty and upper classmen. 
- Freshman are required to use the long side of the 
circle on the East Campus, in front of Bomberger. 
- Freshman are required to answer the Freeland 
telephone at ALL times. 
- Freshman are not permitted to smoke outside their 
rooms until after the Easter recess. 
- Freshman are not permitted to display any prepara-
tory or high school isignia such as letters, rings, watch 
fobs, etc. 
- Freshman are required to use the rear entrances to 
the three dormitories, except on Sundays or when they 
entertain visitors. 
- Freshman must attend all pep meetings and home 
games, and work on the field on the morning of those 
games. 
- Freshman shall be permitted to have "social hour" 
only two nights a week, those nights to correspond 
with the nights on which freshman girls are allowed 
the same privilege. 
Regulations for Girls 
- Freshman girls shall wear green ribbons around their 
heads until the Thanksgiving Recess. 
- Freshman girls shall wear a regulation green button 
at all times, except Sundays. 
- Freshman girls are not permitted to wear high school 
or prepatory letters. 
- Freshman girls shall at all times show deference to 
upper classmen and sophomores. 
- Freshman girls shall not be allowed to receive as 
callers young men not students of the college. 
- Social hour may be held on Tuesday evening from 
6:30 to 7 :30 and on Saturday evening from 6:30 to 
9:30. It may be held at the several residence halls, or 
during the daylight on the front campus. 
- Before leaving college to go out of town a student 
must secure the permission of the Dean of Women. 
- Taken from the Student Handbook 1926-1927. 
Ryan Matty and Nicole Borocd show their Love of Robert Indiana's art. 
fJo thE. j.oft, 97..E.E.nHva7..dE.d campuj., 
'307.. a timE., thE.i7.. bookj. Laid bJi 
Adams Berzins explains what the steel beams of Steve Tobin's Praha represent. 
10 Student Life 
Kelsey McNeely mimics the Seated Woman by 
Herbert Seiler. 
Mary Ann Murrow finds herself stuck between 
a rock and a hard place when contemplating 
the meaning of Harmony (Daniel Kainz). 
Dennis Vondran admires Joyce De 
Guatemala's Circle. 
The Berman Art Museum helps to distinguish Ursinus College from many 
other Liberal Arts Colleges. 
Matt Sundheim is baffled by John Foster's Drumbeat. 
Hurricane Isabelle makes an attempt to create art when she 
modtftes Tom Sternal's Table Form. 
Jaisa Alicea and Tamar Sternberg honor Mary Ann 
Umger' s Temple. 
11 
m 
Everyone knows what it is like to be 
a freshman - adjusting to the classes, 
sharing with roommates, getting lost ~ 
and finding your way. But it also , 
means meeting the people who will 
soon become your closest friends, 
having your first all-nighter (to finish 
the paper you forgot about, or just 
because there aren't enough daylight 
hours to spend with your friends), 
and beginning the first year of what 
are about to be the four best years of 
your nfe so far. The newest addition 
to the Ursinus family is the largest 
class that has ever enrolled here. 
Whether in the classroom, or hanging 
out on the weekends, the class of 
2007 has already proved that they 
know what Ursinus is aU about. 
GE classes discuss what it means to be human and many other 
thought-provoking questions as well as discusing written works such 
as The Epic of Gilgamesh and Dante's Inferno. 
Above: John Cooper, Lindsay Givens, Carly Chiriano, and 
Natalie Vadas hanging out on their first weekend here. 
This CiE class is deep in discussion about which level of Hell 
Dante would place them for not finishing his book on time. 
clfnd the pa'ttin;} 'tifti of iun[l;}ht, 
clfi the!:! [In;}e't ioft and [on;}, 
Move In Day! 
This son and dad duo attempt to make as little pos-
sible trips up to the third floor of Reimert by carrying 
as much stuff as possible. 
~hEd a hallowEd 9lEam of 9ladnEHJ 
tOn OWL mE'l!l.LmEnt and 1.0n9. 
14 Student Life 
Traffic lines up at North Hall as families drop off their children and dorm 
supplies and say their last goodbyes. 
Friends Johanna Engel and Jenn McCann were two of the few who were able 
to move in early. So as everyone else dealt with moving in and unpacking 
their things, they got to relax. 
Residents of North Hall move in to begin a much 
anticipated new year. 
Chris Keller is so excited about 
moving in and starting his 
senior year. 
On OWL mE'1.!l.imEnt and 1.on 
Homer Simpson makes a guest appearance on 
move in day at Ursinus. 
Dad helps unload the heavy stuff - that's 
what Dad's are for! 
15 
.Carla D'Olio , Matt Mount , Joe Calhoun , Leslie Carter, Jon Ichter, Michelle Segalov , Ryan McLeod , Janine 
o 
Hamilton , Kat ie Higgins , Christine Gint 
-'" c 
i Running The Show 
~ 
U WhO are those happy people in charge of keeping 
2" their fellow Ursinusers in-line? The RAs of 
ro 
~ course! They end their summers early to prepare for the 
ro 
2 year ahead, and aren' t finished their jobs until everyone 
<{ has gone home for summer break. Whether they're 
2 
Q) decorating their bulletin boards, attending a weekly 
0. 
en meeting, preparing a hall project, or attempting to stay 
Q) 
E on top of their course load, Resident Assistants always 
ro 




























































Do A little Dance 
Sara Kessler shows her 
volleyball enthusiasm by 
strutting her stuff on the 
court. 
Happy To Be Back 
JoyceAnne Koubaroulis, Katie VonLehman, Joe Calhoun, Chris 
Kriegner, Cristina Abreu, and Katie Higgins don't seem to mind that 
summer's over. 
How You Doin'? 
Chris Fox, Michelle Sega\ov, and Seth Ratajski sport their 
supermode\ faces for the camera. 
cNow the 9LeH of oLd 'UHinu1. 











16 Student Life 
Janine Hamilton and Linda Roberts strike a 
pose. 
, rese Getnet, Nadelle Ball , Travis Roop, Seth Ratajski , Kate Juliano, Christina Abreu , Dean Edwards, Heidi Liivamagi, Linda Roberts, Chris Kriegner, Laura Bickert, 
Watch Out! 
Brian Stephenson has his eyes 
pealed for mischiefbefore classes 
have even begun. 
Chris Mathew, Vanessa McGrath, James 
Texeira, and Lilly Rosen anxiously await the 
arrival of the rest of campus. 
Having A Little Too Much Fun 
Say Cheese! 
Caroline Biswinger and Turquoise 
Johnson are all smiles as they soak 
up some sunshine. 
JoyceAnne Koubaroulis and Brett Scipioni seemed to need a break to 


































































Hey, where's everyone 
going ... oh, that's right...classes 
started. 
Learning the Basics 
"Ok, so this is how you correctly 
use a pipette." (Biology 111 lab) 
Whether you were ready or not, the 2003 -2004 
school year got underway on Monday, August 25th. 
Classes started bright and early with anxious fresh-
men and many seniors wishing they had more time 
before the "real world." 
The sophomores were glad they were no longer 
freshmen and the juniors were eager to put another 
year under their belts. 
Regardless of what year they are in, everyone is 
ready for another year of endless reading, papers 
and late nights in the library. Let's not forget all the 
fun and crazy times with friends that will be mixed 
in there. We'll all put together the right combination 
of work and play to make a successful year! 
'J7..0m d/!(E. m o7..i a t t o {)tE.r.Ji an 
~pan th E. di1.t ancE. fa7.. bdwE.E.n, 
18 Student Life 
Chaffing it up 
"Maybe if we stand in the haU long enough, we won't have to go to 
class." 
Group Discussions Research 
Dr. Cameron leads a meeting of The Future of Wyeth. (K. DiLeo) 
the minds, in espanol no less. 
(Spanish 308) 
Presentations 
Time for some power point!! (S. 
Kessler, S. Mathews and K. Bell) 
Valuable Lessons 
Dr. Bailey lets us know how are 
bodies are supposed to work. 
(Biology 306) 
All Alone 
"Did they cancel class again and 
not tell mer (N . Esposito) 
19 
Always on the Move 
The summer adventures of Ursinus students vary greatly 
depending on one's major and career goals. Some people 
spend their summer taking classes in the hopes of advancing 
themselves credit-wise. The courses that people take range 
from Spanish to marine biology, which is a program that 
Ursinus runs during the summer to the Marine Biological 
Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Others apply for 
internships in many different fields. Those on internship are 
hoping to bolster both their resume and their work experience 
so that they can be a better applicant for a future job or 
graduate/ professional education. Ursinus is the home of a 
unique program, Summer Fellows, which allows students to 
research a project which they find interesting. In the summer 
of 2003, the projects varied from economics to botany to 
internet dating. Students from Urisnus also travel abroad 
during the summer to places such as Germany and France in 
the hopes of increasing the fluency in another language and 
researching topics of interest. Although the campus of UC 
remains mostly empty over the summer, the Ursinus student 
body remains active and is constantly in pursuit of wisdom 
and excellence. 
Look at what's developed. 
Above: Jen Perry'04 works on 
her summmer project in which 
she used the art of photography. 
Ahh the vineyard. 
Left : Arrie CaUahan'04 takes a 
tour of local vineyard while she 
studied abroad in France. 
cltnd t hE waff1- o{ dEa'L ofd J 7.EEfand 
ClhE 7.Eunbn .. at ion1- { fin;} 






Pipetters at Work 
Right: Lydia Sanchez '06 and 
Cindy Ortiz '06 are hard at work 
preparing solutions for the day 
during Summer Fellows. 
Taking the show on the road ... 
Below Left: Hestia Mellert '04 
and Brett Scipioni '05 present 
their summer work at a local 
conference. 
i think 1 saw something move ... 
Bottom Left: Alex Beatty '05 
examines the microscopic world 
of C. Elegans during his summer 
research sponsored by HHMl. 
Oh La lalli /l 
Below: Arrie Callahan '04 poses 
for a picture a the top of the 
Eiffel Tower during her summer 
excursion to Avignon, France. 
21 
It's AllIn the UC 
• • • • Family • • • • 
Ursinus celebrated its annual Family Day Sep-
tember 20th, 2003. Relatives poured in from 
near and far for a chance to see the Ursinus 
community in action. Parents took this oppor-
tunity to tour the college campus and see how 
we live everyday. Students presented their 
research in Pfahler Hall for all campus visitors. 
Later, friends and famiy packed the football 
stands, cheered on women's fi.eld hockey, and 
experienced an intense rugby game. The day 
was completed with beautiful weather -- perfect 
for a picnic outside. 
Freshman Ed ButkovHz shows 
his family around the UC campus 
and then stops to take a break 
for a picnic lunch on the lawn. 
Jen Katz, Kim Dalosisio, Meghan 
Jarret, and Heather Trefsger of 
Sigma Sigma Sigma devote their 
Saturday to selling roses for char-
ity . 
'J7.om thE Ea1-t \Win;} to thE r:DO;} dtoU1-EJ 
c41- OU7. (JOiCE1- LoudL!) 7. in;}. 
22 Student Life 
The packed football stands are filled with enthusiastic fans. 
The entire crowd watches as the Bears move the ball downfield 
in hopes of scoring a touchdown. 
issie Fecenko feels the love 
III of her little cousins pile into 
LOVE statue behind Wismer. 
)enn Knapp and her smiling 
family walk towards Reimert 
after getting off campus for a 
while. 
Hundreds of people sit outside 
and enjoy the weather, lunch, 
and spending time with their 
families. 
Even the littlest brothers and 
sisters had a great day with 
games and prizes provided by 
the college. 
23 
These students do homework and relax outside of BWe. Before the weather 
gets cold, many students take advantage of the open space that the college has 
to do their homework. 
Sophomore 
Matt Meeker 
takes a stroll 
around 
campus to 





Clfu:n QC'WH thE r;]JE'LkiomEn 
ClhE chimin91. win91. thEi'L {ti9ht 
to do some homework. 
classes. 
Johanna Engel seems excited to start her homework. .. 
Mmmm, snack pack ... 
Hilary McNamara and 
Dom enjoy some 
quality munchies from 
the vending machines 
after a long night of 
partying. 
shot during one of Ursinus' 
favorite party pastimes. 
Above, friends Kate 
Benincasa, Britton Bongaardt, and 
Jenn McCann, get ready to go out for a fun night of 
Carissa and Jess are having a great 
time at this party! 
These POD guys 
show what they 
really plan on doing 
after graduation. 
•••• 
(Top) The homecoming candidates lined up at the football game 
just before the King and Queen were announced. 
(Above) This group of guys cheered on the football team from the 
fence. 
(Right) Homecoming King Brice Shirbach and Queen Kacie Meyer 
are crowned. 
26 Student Life 
• ••• 
or shine, homecoming is always 
exciting day for the Ursinus Cam-
While many students enjoyed 
football game, others enjoyed the 
other athletic events 
throughout the day. Every-
one however, made sure they were 
present for the much anticipated 
crowning of the Ursinus College king 
and queen. In addition to these 
activtties there were also many 
others for the students to participate 
(Above left) The crowd at the 
foot ban game cheered on the 
bears in a crucial homecoming 
game. 
(Above right) The Homecom-
ing Queen Kacie Meyer was 
crowned in front of the 
football crowd. 
(Far left) This group of girls 
watched the foot ban game 
while sporting some Ursinus 
gear. 
in. Homecoming was also a day 
when hundreds of alumini came 
back and particpated in the festivi-
ties with current students. 
27 
28 Rushing 
What better way to start 
out the rushing season 
than with Homecoming 
Festivities? Alumni and 
present Greeks alike got 
together to show the rushes 
what it means to be part of 
a brother/sisterhood. 
Whether you're thinking of 
taking part in "new mem-
ber education" or are just 
looking for something to 
do, rushing is a good time! 
From Barnyard Bashes to 
Holiday Celebrations ... to 
Foam Parties and Glow 
Rushes ... from picnics to 
dateds - they are all part of 
the process, and like most 
UC events ... promise crazy 
times and fun memories! 
The pigs and Friends enjoy a laid-
back Thursday night with Chandler , 
Rachel & co. 
Clfnn a:i if thE!} 'wEd thEi'1. botdnEH 
comE thE hEmbtin9 EChOE:i back; 
The gals of Sig Nu and friends hang out 
... for about an hour of fun! 
o Chi is ready to round up some fun! 
Everyone is having a great time 
already - and the dated hasn't 
offically started yet! 
The boys of Beta Sig and the girls 
of 1ri Sig are all prepped out! 
"What's cooler .. . than teE COLD!?" 
Sisters and rushes at the lee Block Rush 
29 
''Weasley, your owl just 
took a dump on my 
broom!" Exclaims a 
horrified Joe "Potter". 
From left to right, meet: Matt "the mUllet" Simeone, Tyler Pittenger as Gl 
Jane, and D Shaughnessy as Pedro Martinez. AKA Curly, Larry, and Moe. 
Ketcll"p 
h ... and M aVincr s" h Ustal'd ar 9 (> ... c a gr e 
42, they can I eat time at 
their eYe 1ardly keep 
s open. 
Woah! Adam, your boobs are huge!! 1 mean .... 
No time to honor America and cure the sick, girls. 
Start drinking! 
U's been a rough 9 months .... 
Who's your daddy? 
c4nd thU1. End thE win3Ed p7-ai1.H, 




The craps table was the hot spot for the evening. 
John used this night for practice for a trip 
to Atlantic City. 
Casino-goers were 
surprised by some 
of the evening's 
entertainment. 
Night 
Mary Ann and Jaisa made a kUling at 





"The things that last forever 
are our dear friendships ... " -
Salute Your Shorts Theme 
Song 
Tom learns how to play 
craps and takes to the 
game like a pro. 
This high 
roller plans his 
next bet. 
Thls student admires his chances at 
winning a prize. 
Karaoke Night 
Ryan 
"You've got me feeling hella good 
So let's just keep on dancing ... 
Your performance deserving a standing ovation" 
-No Doubt "Hella Good" 
Corinthian 
Claire and Elsa 
Tracy 
Chris Hartl warms up with hot chocolate since he forgot his Jacket. 
--- [j 
This student unwraps her Hershey bar 
and tells the others to keep their 
distance. 
The Fall Festival is an annual event hosted by 
RHA. This year was the first year that it was 
the sale source of food for students on campus 
though. When the lights went out across cam-
pus, Wismer was forced to close, sending many 
students to the Festival for apples and smores. 
)aynine Vado, Lynnsey Zweier, and 
Usa lnjaian bundle up for smores and 
caramel apples. 
"In the sweetest of friendship, let 
there be laughter, and sharing of 
pleasures. " 
- Kahil Gibran 
38 specta_l_Bv_e_IT_ts __________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Katie Von Lehman worries when she 
sees the residents of the quad eating 
tons of sugar. 
All of the students huddle together to stay warm while getting treats outside 
of Wismer. 
The grill for making smores is a busy 
place since it's the warmest. 
Hestia Meltert and Ryan McLeod stuff 
a scarecrow for the contest. 
Special Events 39 
The first annual Laugh Off was held in October of 
2003. The event was hosted by Kyle Andrews. 
The Judges at the evening's festivities were 
Corinthian Ridgeway, Rebecca Lyczak, and Francis 
Fritz. Jason Sabol took first place. Colm McCarthy 
took second. Stephen Tomczuk received third and 
Michael Collins Tounded it off with fourth place. 
"Laughter is the best 
medicine ... " - unknown 
Kyle Andrews and the contestants pretend to be on nWhose line ls 1t 
Anyway?" and close the night with a bang. 
Michael CoUins starts off the night on a funny foot. 
Colm McCarthy tells a funny tale to the audience. 
40 Special Events 
Jason Sabol wears his lifting gloves to 




Steve Tomczuk tries to distract the 
Judges with his parrot hat. 
Kyle Andrews hosts the Laugh Off and 
tries to slip a few jokes in himself. 
Dean Edwards thanks CAB for hosting this hilarious competition. 
Special Events 41 
The illusionist bends a spoon in the 
middle of the auditorium. 
The audience is amazed by what they have just seen. 
This student is amazed when she gets a front 
row seat to his spoon demonstration. 
42 Special Events 
Jennifer Perry picks out a word from a book and 
confuses the illusionist when she misspells the word. 
These two guys are brave volunteers who drank coke that reappeared out of thin air 
The illusionist explains to these students what 
will happen when he hypnotizes them. 
"Preconcieved notions are 
the locks on the door to 
wisdom." -Merry Brown 
I 
)aisa Alicea is all smiles when her picture is shown to the 
audience. 
The Arts and Lecture Committee presented Alan Nu, a 
mentalist, illusionist, hypnotist, and more, on October 
15th. His presence filled Olin Auditorium. 
Special Events 43 
This gingerbread castle is complete 
with draw bridge and a moat. 
These books have been abandoned by 
students making ginger bread houses. 
44 Spectal Events 
This miniature version of Olevian won third place. 
This studious group can afford to take a break from all 
of their studying to watch American Wedding. 
We aU know th,e symptoms of finals: ecstatic profes-
sors, stressed out students, and empty beds across 
campus. There's only one cure for this time of the year: 
study breaks! This year two of the most popular breaks 
before the end of the fall semester were gingerbread 
house building and movie watching. 
"All work and no play make Jack a 
dull boy. " 
-Jack Torrance, The Shining 
-, 
, 
Ryan Lenhart needs a break from Genetics, he should go to the ginger 
bread house making contest! 
This assembly of houses resembles 
the residential village of Main Street. 
These one story ranchers were runners up in the contest. 
Special Events 45 
The date auction was held on February 11th in Wismer 
Lower Level. The event was sponsored by the Resident 
Ufe Staff and was hosted by Anna King and Shane 
Borer. The evening's event was a great success and 
raised a lot of money for the Laurel House. 
Shane interviews Adam Potulski before the 
bidding begins. 
Brandon Zapalac melts the hearts of the girls in 
the crowd with his smile. 
46 Special Events 
"I've been on so many blind dates, 
I should get a free dog. " 
- Wendy Leibman 
Anna asks Patrick Zielinski a few questions on 
behalf of the ladies in the room. 
Beta Sig new members strut their stuff. 
Omega Chi sisters Amy Mancuso and Eden 
Swick sit pretty for charity. 
Zack Stewart bears it aU for the ladies. 
Res Life staff members, Hestia MeUert and Vanessa 
McGrath, go up for bid. 
Sig Nu new members dance to Mr. Roboto to show their dedication 
to raise money for the Laurel House. 
Special Events 47 
Watch out for the smoke alarm! 
These helpers look at the magician, Larry Volz, 
as if he were crazy. 
48 Spectal Events 
"Love can sometimes be magic, but 
sometimes magic is just an illusion. " 
- Unknown 
I 
Mona Singh gives a helping hand. 
A whole new meaning to cutting the deck. 
Dave Carrier is happy he could participate. 
Sarah Napolitan is all about comfort 
as she plays. 
" / must sing about it, 
whether / want to or not. " 
- Comtessa 8eatriz de Dia 
Scott is all business as he intensely plays away. 
Brandon Zapalac rocks out! 
Spectal Events 49 
Man dala "Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life. " 
- Pablo Picasso 
Creation: 
Art, laentit}'1 ~pjrjtuality 
The Tibetan Monks of the Drupung Loseling 
Monastery created a confilct resolution 
. mandala in the Berman Art Museum. The 
grain by grain construction is meant to create 
global healing. Their creation took four days 
to complete. Following the closing ceremony, 
the monks distributed the sand to the stu-
dents in attendance. 
Mary Ann and Tom 
Austin can't resist a good 
time and joins in the fun! 
Lorelei 
Campus Activities sponsored the 
Lorelei on February 13th. The dance 
was held at the Gypsy Rose. The event 
was held as a free, off-campus 
evening of dancing. Everyone that 
attended had a great time. 
"Dance till the stars come down from 
the rafters, dance, dance, dance till 
you drop." 
- W. H. Auden 
Meg and Joe pose for a picture. 
KDK girls hanging out at the dance. 
Courtney and Brian 
Nathan and Hanh are having a great time. 
These students watch with delight as they learn a card trick to dazzle their friends with. 
After explaining the math involved in various card 
tricks, students were able to understand how the 
tricks work. 
Tamar Sternberg acts as a lovely assistant for this card trick. 
Pfhaler Auditorium was filled when a mathematician was 
invited to campus to demonstrate the math involved in several 
card tricks. He amazed and astounded the audience of both 
students and staff. He even taught the students how to 
duplicate these tricks to use on their friends. 
54 Spectal Events 
"Whoever despises the high wisdom of 
mathematics nourishes himself on 
delusion. " 
- Leonardo da Vinci 
Was this your card?? 
Pick a card, any card! 
The crowd enjoys learning a new card trick. 
Students watch to learn what tricks could be up his 
sleeves this time. 
Special Events 55 
"At the touch of love, everyone can 
become a poet. " 
- Plato 
Poempalooza was held on March 25,2004. It was a 
poetry event that features impersonations, student 
readings, and a poetry slam. There were six faculty 
member participants and seventeen students. The 
audience voted for the winners of the slams. Winners 
included Francis Fritz, Ross Doughty, Dennis Kearney, 
and Kate O'Neill. 
Jess Schutte rocks the guitar while sharing her poetry. 
Jay Richards reaches to the sky to show his love 
of poems. 
56 Spectal Events 
George Heckert performs in Slam Round 2. 
Rich Schott, performing his masterpiece, placed first 
out of the competing students. 
Michael Mackintosh uses a sketch of a 
cat to illustrate his poem. 
Dennis Kearney, the 3rd place winner, takes on the 
persona of William Blake. 
These students are enthralled by the enthusiastic poem readings. 
Special Events 57 
h I 
Donuts were a crowd favorite. 
Usa lnjaian, Lynnsey Zweier, Janine Vado enjoy some treats. 
These girls celebrate the true meaning of Phat Tuesday. 
These girls wait anxiously for their donuts. 
58 Special Events 
These two are worn out from all of the partying they did. 
Stephanie Sapok gives Phat Tuesday the thumbs up. 
Haley Ascherin, Amy Hollaman, and Sarah Napolitan 
look the happiest they have ever been to be in Wismer 
"A good friend is hard to find, hard to 
lose, and hard to forget." 
- Unknown 
The Phat Tuesday celebration, sponsored by the Newman 
Society, was held on February 24, 2004. Students 
enjoyed a night of dancing and donuts. 
Special Events 59 
These students work arduously on the task at hand -
wasn't this supposed to be relaxing? 
Marissa blows aU her stress away in a 
bubble. 
The best stress reliever is a smile! 
These students socialize after being locked away studying for days. 
60 Special Events 
"Dogs love their friends and bite 
their enemies, quite unlike people 
who are incapable of pure love and 
always have to mix love and hate. " 
- Sigmund Freud 
The Psych Club sponsored this exam breaker on 
March 3rd to provide a means for stressed out 
students to get their minds off of studying. There 
were puppies to play with, massages, snacks, games, 
stress-ball making, and more! Students enjoyed the 
event and wished that they were allowed to keep the 
puppi.es in their dorms! 
The puppies were a crowd favorite! 
Who's enjoying the massage more? 
John Cicchetti shows some puppy love. Aww, how cute! 
Spectal Events 61 
The performances put a smile of pride on everyone's face. 
Spoken word is performed with a mix of poetry, 
music, and rhythm. 
Cafe Nia-A night of poetry and spoken word. On 
February 20, 2004 S.U.N. and the Multicultural 
Services Office sponsored Cafe Nia in honor of 
Black History Month. Students and special guest 
Marni Williams shared their own and others' 
spoken word. 
62 Special Events 
These students enjoy the provided food. 
"We are not makers of history_ We 
are made by history. " 
- Martin Luther King, Jr. 
This girl takes it upon herself to add 
to the celebration of her ancestors 
and rememberance of black history. 
Monigue Spencer, Nuria Caraballo and their friends pose for a picture among 
the celebration and relaxation of the night. 
Students shared spoken word with personal meaning. 




2004 Class Officers 
~---.. Members: John Cicchetti, Leslie 
Carter, Joe Spanier, Julie Micklos, 
and Matthew Mount 
2005 Class Officers 
Members: Joelle Turner, 
Ana King, Kim Haslip, 
Samit Patel (not pictured)' 
Jen Bolton (not pictured) 
Association of Computing Machinery 
--------------~!!~~~~~~~~~~~I Officers: Chris Lorenzo, Mark 
Heere, lsa Muqattash, Florian 
Halili 
Members: Aseem Balhara, 
Steve Edelman, Mathew 
Miehling, Patrick NogeL John 
Dingleberry 
Association of Latinos Motivated to Achieve 
leers: Karina Campbell, Nuria 
lballo, Felicia McNeill, Marina 
~s, Karen Todd 
nbers: Caitlin Harris, Claudia-
ren Harper, Ashia Downing , 
iela Paul, Amber Howard, Leah 
ila, Kelly Ireland, Angela Tucker, 
ey Ferdinand, Shonn Shearlds, 
y Barr, Jr., Erica Brooks, Sherrell 
dy, Sarita Sackie, Virginia Santos, 
~ Gray, Monique Spencer, Sarah 
lane, Chris DeLeon , George 
Lalo, Shawntee Rudd, Desiree 
, iter, Jennifer Peterson, Latisha 
rper, 
ron Harley 
Beardwood Chemical Society 
Officers: Sarah Kauffman, Usa .-.~~ 
Minardi, Elizabeth Bollinger, 
Derese Getnet, Holly Poorman 
Members: Doren Peterson, Jenni-
fer McQuate, Stephanie GulHano, 
lenna Kremer, Trevor Strunk 
hat IIIould .!Iou do if g ..lang out tune? 
Members: Kevin Sylvester, Chrissie Fecenko, 
Kim Morello, Nate Uber, Stacey Mathews, Marie 
Nicole Santoro, John Matthew, Joshua Kistner, 
Kimberly Haslip, Kim Haslip, Kelsey McNeely, 






Officers: Julia Campbell, Vicky Appleman, April Eakin, Chrissie Fecenko 
Members: Emtly Landgraf-KimbalL Andrea Mack, Jenny Kerschner, Linda Kim, Elizabeth Drobit-Blair, Melanie Newcomer, 
Meghan Murphy, Tabatha Spencer, Jessica Kuber, Stephanie Guiliano, Jennifer McQuate, Kate O'Neill, Sarah Bollinger, Caroline 
Biswanger, ChantellJohnson, Abby Hare, Sarah Jansen, Erica Kehler, Adam Smith, Elly Calhoun, Kim Kask, Jenna Filipkowski, 
Rosemarie Fleming 
Brownback-Anders Pre-Medical Society 
Officers: Meg Nelsen, Brooke SwaIm, Vicky Appleman, Jaynine Vado 
Members: Lindsay Goffredo, John Donovan, Scott Krysa, Rachel Nagourney, Anna Mazor, Michelle Segalov, Michelle Noresici, 
Josh Pregnar 
Would ,J'ou .Jltllul It!' aMI lIIalA out OR me? 
Campus Activities Board 
Officers: Dean Edwards, Meghan Rooney, Greg Keresztury, Meghan Jarrett 
Members: Matt Sundheim, Sarah Jansen, Jennifer McQuate, Rose 
Brian Schultz, Sarah Kennedy, Kim Daloisio, Caitlin Maddox, Sarah BV~LLLL5<'" 
Michelle Fontaine, Tom Group, Kevin Metz, Julia Lickfield, Kyle 
Johnson, MaryAnn Murrow, Kelsey McNeely, Regina Walsh, Carrie Bum 
O'Connor, Amanda D'Amico, 
Heather Kennedy, 
Members: Frank Romascavage lll, Matt Miller, Brinn Hesselbach, Joshua Kistner, John Hanford, Rami Farag, Katie Blanchard, 
Jessica Newman, Tommy Group, Antin Milukas 
69 
College Democrats 
Members: Rachel Nagourney, Cindy Ritter, Alex Frey, Tom Group, Eric Smith, Don Devlin, Jon Gagas, Dennis Vondran, Rebecca 
Cohen, Kyle Andrews, Joe Calhoun, ria Larese (not pictured) 
Escape-Velocity Dance Troupe 
Offlcers: Annie Lai, Hestia Mellerts, Fauve Young-Morrison, Dan Bruno 
Members: Defne SarsUmaz, Sarah Gowell, Angela Sterner, Jenna Sychtor, Jason Comcowich, )enna Filipkowski, Kim Kask, Kelly Field 
Shanna Lyn Spiro, )enna Leigh Tomiello, Nathan Dawley, Sara Campbell, Meghan Maguire, Heather Miller, Ann Antanavage 
Ig will t4-'y not to Lling out if 6,,'y. 
ESS Club ESS Honors 
~~5INlJ$ 
\~LU HOCKEY 
Dan McGovern, James Ortiz, Ethel Richards, Jason 
Hobson ( not pictured) 
Members: Marissa Rotz, Cara Goldberg, Lisa Jones, Ryan Brown, 
Megan Peck and Joyce Anne Koubaroulis (not pictured) 
Forensic Soc 
lembers: Lauren Melton, Katherine Jones, Heather Trefsger, Casey McCullough, Katie Jpnrljn~~~('nnt P1c!tur~~, 
10t pictured), Jason Comcowich (not pictured) (advisor Helen Karchner) 
71 
From the Belly: The Ursinus Women's Magazine 
Officers: Kate Chapman, Melanie Scriptunas, Susannah Fisher, Sarah Napolitan, Holly Poorman 
Members: Samara Bush, Amy Hollaman, Shannon Berndtson, Lynn Jusinski, Sarah Kauffman 
German Table 
Participants: Kerstin Loren, Benita Luttcher, Peter Luborsky, Vic Brown 
to. -
I 
a little help fiom m§ fiiend.tl ... 
--------------~------------------------------------~ 
Gay Straight Alliance 
Members: Heather Pugh, Sarah Kauffman, Amy HoUaman, Samara Bush, ~~~a.e~liiP<jlt:·PH~G~i 
lnterrante, Nickie Tammy, Amanda Deibert, Rachel Nagourney, Kate 0 
Borsky, DanieUe Dekovitch, Stevie Bastinck, Joe Calhoun, Jason 
International Re 
Officers: Florian Halili, ~icheUe Fontaine, Evan DiBlassio, Kyla Mocharnuk (advisor-
Members: Victor Rodriquez, Ante Hunter, Defne Sarsilmaz, Sarah Ulmer, James Texeira, Jeanine 
AlYahya, Julia Azambuja, Cameron Qark, Caitlin Maddox, Janine Herring, Jennifer Cackowski, 
~,y lUith (I little help fiom m'y ftiend..1 ... 73 
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship 
Offlcers: Elizabeth HUt Sam Chameltn, Rachel Daniel 
Members: Usa Simpkins, Chadf Hogg, Rachel Zeigler, Rachel Simpson, Rosemarie Fleming, Brandon Hernandez, Larry Barr, 
Maureen McCarthy, Zoi Zeo, Mathew Sender, Caitlin O'Connor, Sara Marshall, Jeff Teigler, Caitlin Honlon, Shaina Schmeltzle, 
Hodge, John Grebe, James Young, Kevin Metz, Chris Long, Amy Scarantino, Bethany Stitt, Nicole Schwendel, Tommy Richter, Katie 
Blanchard, Jennifer Bartholomew, Antoinette Gardner, Michelle Heayn, Sarah Jansen, Felicia Chow, Laura Blanch, Nicholas 
Dobkowski, Tracy Sapinskt, Vicky Appleman, Alissa White, Megan Hershey, Joshua Kistner, Ryan Michaluk, Dav'd Carrier 
Japanese Club 
)fffeers: Amanda Ripley, Deidre Delpino, Katherine Barr, Daniel Bruno, Sara Bi~jha.i-'--___ _ 
~embers: Amy Williams, Stephanie Perkins, Shannon Porter, Michelle Kiker, 
croll, Adam Davis, Sam Brody, Ashley Bender, Patrick Gasda, Josh Krill, 
, Matt Boice, T adeusz 
",'r""".n", Gardner, Jonathan Gagas, Elsa Budzowskt, Jeff 
arl!lCnlKawa Sarah Keck, David Burns, Julia Azambuja, ~onk, Amanda Bryman, Scarlett Lindblad, Aimen Bakalian, Patrick Nagel, 
cwesi Jefferson, Dr. Miho lwakuma (advisor Dr. Matthew Mizenko) 
Le Cercle Fr 
Participants: Alice Mussard, Kerstln Lorenz, Annie Lat, Claire de Rosen, Annette Lucas, Dina Yarmus, lria Gonzalez Becerra, 
:olette Trout 
~j' lIIitn II little nell' ftom mj' ftie/l;(l4 ... 75 
silon - Music Honors 
Officers: Jeff Vicki, Maureen 
Smeltz, Ryan Mcleod, Rose 
Fleming, Sandy Davis 
Members: Kat Barr, Kelly 
Northrup, Chaplain Patrick 
Sweeney 
.. S .<laid §Om fonna f"t by tUith a littt" ... 
Neuman Society 
Chad Hogg, 
Silburn Dehaney, Ryan 
Mkhaluk, Rachel Zeigler, 
Stevie Bastinck 
Members: Erin Walsh, 
Megan Jones, Usa lnjaian, 
Jeff Olimpo, Usa Simpkins 
--------------------------------------------~-----
Haines-Barnard Pre-Legal Society 
ychology Club 
p'" \1,I'''IY ',["dl'll! Ill' ,em h 
to, V.t'_1rIOU" A,,~.,· ~ n l Mel",·!",''' ' '' • 
EVi:1('ntl' .1\ r-t... ,,-.I 
• ~.t1 ~"<t ,,~ .. "In 0 ~ c" 
'-l.yjilP',lt; Julia Campbell, Paul DiBlasi, Da~wn~M~C~G~tn~~:~~==~==~"'---"'-~~ 
Kimbe(y ~sk, Jenna Caroline Boyer, Stephanie CU\llano, Meghan Rooney, 
ArruU;i.da Ripley, S~llttigleg, Kate Vincent Rossomando, Heather Morris, Christophel' 
~Laughlin, Shannon Myers( Melody G~, Landgraf-Kimball~nka 6e, Elizabeth Hill, 
Kath~nner, Dlvya u1fi1, Usa Simpkins, Schartel, La a Hones, Michelle 
Not~.~~a Smith, JoeUe Turner (advis15r~~I'.I':ast~ 
~ //liM II liltl~ /Hlp .l'MIII 1If.l.l'MenJ.4. -----~ 
Residence Hall Association 
Officers: Michelle Fontaine, Denise Dugas, Maureen Smeltz, Lauren 
Members: Turquoise Johnson, Adam Davis, Amanda D'Amico, Matt 
Patrick Mulhern, Dray Smit 
Ben Griswold, Robert Farley, 
Men's Rugb 
Colm McCarthy, Josh Yichye, 
Antonelli, Jason Every, Brandon 
Women's Rugby Club 
Officers: Katie Higgins, Jill Kosakowski, Stephanie Guyger, Amy Mancuso, Esther Kim, Allie Hunter 
Members: Blair Reddish, Defne Sarsilmaz, Rachel Margolis, Mallory Jones, Christine Snyder, Heather Nalesnik, Nicole Taormina, 
Christina Spiker, Kristin Bell, Clair DeRosen, Amy Hollaman, Bogdana Burlacu, Amanda Deibert, Caitlin O'Connor, Michelle Heayn, 
Samantha Erle, Karen Guardiani, Kristin Brown, Kristina Tamny, Nicole Rascavage, Lauren Davila, Jenna Krier, Amanda Cartularo, 
Sylvania Tang, Ashley Bottari 
Southeast Asian Student Association 
Offi.cers: Ella Lazo, Prtanka De, Mona Singh, Josh Kistner, Kent Moore 
Members: Silburn Dehaney, Chris Deleon, George Manalo, Eileen Caldwell, Wendi Frank, Aziz Shaikh, Mike Martynenko, Tracy 
Ferdinand, Amorine Phengvath, Defne Sarsilmazl, Mohannad Abdo, Amelia Heck, Salita Kaistha, Nishant Keerikatte, Steeve 
Gaano, Mayuko Ozawa, Linda Kim, Eliot Simon, Aseem Balhara, Hiro Nishida, Virgina Santos, Effie Gray, Reena KoodathU, Sarat 
DUggirala, Rohit RaJoria 
(lid .9' don't J.lIOfII if Mat'J fIIHat ff.m JIMt' do to, bab.!!___ Clubs and Orgs 79 
, , 
Students for Crem_ .tt 
Officers: Alissa White, Vicky Appleman, Matt Keck, Becky Rowley, Matt Miller 
Members: Sara Campbell, LeeAnn Rafferty, Duncan Ramsey 
Student Emergency Re 
Officers: Mike Roberts, Rachel Nagourney, John Bera, Meghan Hollern 
chronism 
Members: Jenna Ryckebusch, Adam Davis, Steve Malagari, Alex Frey, Andrew Reber, Caroline 'Btswanger, Nicole 
Bogdana Burlacu, John Millili, Colm McCarthy, Jeff Teigler, Marissa Kietsko, Steve Edelman, Ryan Len <advisor 
Sankofa Umoja Nia 
)fftcers: Monique Spencer, Kelly Ireland, Josh Smedley, Sarah Yemane, Amber Howards, Shonn Sheralds 
1embers: Angela Tucker, Karina Campbell, Jasmyn Blueford, Ashley Parks, David Burns, Nuria Caraballo, Sherrell Dandy, Efrat 
;ray, Jennifer Peterson, Amina Henderson, Claudia Lauren Harper, Caitlin Harris, Marc Thompson, Julian Wright, Candace 
llomas, Cedria McMillian, Shadiqua Hinson, Melyssa Flythe, Casey Joy, Amorine Phengrath, Tracey Ferdinand, DiAndra 
llompson, Dana Yancey, Sarah Yemane, Alison Walker, Latisha Sharper, Shawness Rudd, Dimitri Browne, Larissa Cordoya, 
-leather Saunders, Christina Burton, Brandon Young, Daniela Paul, Ashia Downing, Brittany Bell, Viginia Santos, Sarita Sackie, 
2uenton Gill, Chris Deleon, Edith Miller, Turquoise Johnson, Karen Todd, Eric Rembert, Tashia Walker, Shan Wiltshire, Ama Etse, 
\xum Abebe (advisor Paulette Patton) 
The Grizzly 
Lindsey Fund, Lauren Perotti 
rte1nb4~rs: Tiffany Nguyen, FaUon Szarko, Quinn Dinsmore, Kate Juliano, Kevin Murphy (advisor Lynne Edwards) 
ff.m 'pORR" md~ it Hlith IR,F ./.#611(14 ••• Clubs and Orgs 81 
The Ruby 
Officers: Britton Bongaardt, Katie Mclaughlin, Kevin Sylvester 
Members: Lindsay Goffredo, Kim Debow, Rachel McDonough, Sarah Kennedy, 
Kelsey McNeely, Shannon Santillo-Herbert, Ryan Lenhart, 
Denise Cook, Jamie Ruhling, Nicole Rascavage, Jenn McCann, 
hland, Shannon Myers, Kate O'Neill, 
<.;tc ...... 'I!-,,",.g (not pictured: Lauren Carrescia, 
, Aman a D' Amico, Ashley Willow) 
Members: Patricia Ruby, Kelsey McNeely, Rebecca Wilson, MaryAnn Murrow, Brett Scipioni 
Ursinus College Scuba Dive Team 
)fficers: Chris Kriegner, Heather Nalesnick, Nate Uber, Erony Whyte 
~ernbers: Colin McDermott, Eric Sills, Myur Amin, Jessica Gallagher, Rachel Mayob, Vicky Appleman, Caitlin O'Connor, Brett 
,cipioni, Joshua Kistner, Karen Moore, Defne SarsUmazt Ryan Peterson, Zach Coale, Hestia MeUert, Kevin Metz, Kevin Humes, 
,01 Pomerantz 
Ursinus Folksong Society 
Clubs and Orgs 83 
Whitian Society 
Members: Vicky Appleman, Stephanie Bradberry, Ehaternia Deriabina, Quinn Dinsmore, Elizabeth Drobit-Blair, Christine 
Fecenko, Katie Higgins, Katherine Juliano, Katie Mclaughlin, Usa Minardi, Sarah Napolitan, Haley Turney, Divya UUal, Alissa White 
Writing Center Tutors 
Members: Katy Diana, Jackie Paryka, Sarah Kauffman, Kate Bradley, Lynn Jusinski, Shannon Berndtson, Abi Munro, Katie 
O'Brien, Corinne Tyris, Julie Gentile, Joe Davido, Klaus Yoder, Christina Burton, Raymond DeHont, April Eakin (advisor Francis 
Fritz) 
.. ..9iy witH, 0 litttt' Ht'ljJ fiam my fiiMd.4 ... 
Groups Not Pictured 
2006 Class Officers 
2007 Class Officers 
Beta Beta Beta - Biology 
Honors 
Blue Note Jazz Society 
College Concert Band 
College Republicans 
Connections 
Gamma Sigma Alpha - Greek 
Honors 
Greek President's Council 
Hillel 
Jazz Ensemble 
Kappa Mu Epsilon - Math 
Honors 
Ursinus Student Government 
Association 
Meistersingers 
Phi Alpha Theta - History Honors 
Phi Sigma Iota - Foreign Language 
Honors 
Sigma Tau Delta -
English Honors 
Sigma Xi - Scientific Research Honors 
Students Together Against Rape 
The Lantern 
Theta Chi - CST Honors 
Ursinus College Choir 
Ursinus College Roller Hockey Club 
Ursinus Film Society 
Voices in Praise Gospel Choir 
WVOU 
Society of Physics Students 
Sigma Pi Sigma - Physics Honors 



























oay Alleger, JoAnne Barbieri, Arrie Callahan, Vice-President - Kelly Gray, Alexis Howell, President - Kate Hushen, Mel 
Ill, Nina Simoncavage, Treasurer - Cassie Stewart, Catie Welsh, Amanda Young, Molly Alberts, Kari Baker, Kristen Bell, 
~ Bergan, Noelle Bolletino, Arianna Brewer, Kelly Eves, Keri Ferrar, Jen rUcks, Sara Kessler, Joyce Anne Koubaroulis, 
lnda Morello, Secretary - Brandie Salentri, Jacqui Slakoper, Mona Singh, Kristen Smith, Margaret Sperow, Kelly Sullivan, 
Ike SwaIm, Stacey Garcia, Mallory Jones, Esther Kim, Caitlin McHugh, Sarah Smethie, Christine Snyder, Jenine Weber 
Seniors and alumni of Sig Nu enjoy 





President - Kevin Baptiste, Vice President - Dan McGovern, Treasurer - Seth Ratajski, Sergeant at Arms - Pete Shoemaker, 
Secretary - Ryan Curley, Brad Laskowski, James Ortiz, Samit Patel, Nick Peacock, Adam Almallah, Mike Romeo, Dan Dear 
Joel Ford, D Mann, Jay Hobson, Tom Mathai, Zach Stewart, Tim Corey 
\0 Greeks 
Jenn Bolton, Andrew Pepin, Edt 
Swick, Mike Romeo, TJ Mann, 31 
Pete Shoemaker get rowdy at tI 
Western Rush. 
Dunkle, Christopher Gross, Antin MUukas 
Brothers and Alumni of Chi 






Front Row: Anthony Wolanuik, Karl Michener, Ian Engelberg, Nick Vantresca, Steve Rote 
Back Row: Jason Tibbetts, Jeff Marino, Bill Mill, Bryan Brook 
92 Greeks 
-2004 BROTHERS: 
y Landis, Adam Keagy, Michael Casey, Brice 
leh, Michael Lombardo, Bledar Haxhiu, Lorid 
iu, Ryan Griffiths, Riley Gilbert, Francis Mallon, John 
i, Richard Watson, Ryan Marsico, Chris Fox, Joel 
vee, James Lawson, Nick Armendariz, John Bame, 
is Ondrejik, Daniel Matthews, Adam Schmidt, Justin 
~, Travis Roop, Matthew Simeone, Thomas 
~hnessy, Pat Egan, James Castan, Tyler Pittenger, 
nt Keerikatte, Brendan Kelly, Chris Primavera, Brian 
:1gton, Mike Delaurentis, Daniel Ortiz, Brian 
=dy, James Texeira, Lion Nealy, Joe Wasserkrug, 
Holtzman, Bob Gray, Garth McClune 
rn be there for you, 
like I've been there 
before, cause you're 
there for me too. 
I 
Frank Mallon, Dennis Ondrejik, and 
John Bojazi spend some quality time 
at 942. 
1111([\1 i!\lGIIA.' 
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Leslie Carter, Caroline Biswanger, Hanh Tran, Jennifer Perry, Sam Lyons, Heather Miller, Jaisa Alicea, Christina Vargas, Mi 
Ann Murrow, Kelsey McNeely, Tamar Sternberg, Rebecca Gotwals, Heidi Liivamagi, Casey Joy, Shadiqua Hinson, Viginia 
Santos, ShereU Dandy, Kristin Carter, Marlena McMahon-Purk, Tracey Ferdinand, Sarita Sackle, Rachel Nagourney, Meliss 
Kletsko, Catherine Fusco (Social) 
Some of the 2004 New Members. 
94 Greeks 
3-2004 SISTERS: 
Midgley, Katie Mclaughlin, Megan McCormick, Amy Mancuso, Katia Deriabina, Rebecca Mannion, Meghan McDonald, 
Beyer, Stephanie Grady, Eden Swick, Emily Diloia, Emily Livesey, Lauren Allen, Jennifer Johnson, Jennifer Bolton, 
her Frazier, Katie Ricker!, Erin Skinner, Oks ana Yaworsky, Katie Lehman, Michelle Hofmann, Brenda Stevens, Ellie 
~, Lori Kandrick, Hollie Schwarz, Melissa Fatale, Jaime Stanton, Corey Bolander, Kathy Durso, Natalie DiFeUciantonio 
Sisters, alumni. and friends all get 
together for a good time at the 
Homecoming game. 
You've burned your 
breakfast, so far, 




Katherine Juliano, Lena Crain, Nicole Masi, Stacey Mathews, Arin Carratello, Cara Goldberg, Dawn McGinty, Sarah Gowell 
Melody Mumbauer, Kristen Muentener, Erin Walsh, Jennifer Fouse, Kim HaysUp, Denise Dunchick, Kyla Mocharnuk, Elize 
beth Donze, Taryn Clark, Kristin Servent, Carissa Jessey, Jenna Sychterz, CrisUana Costa, Julie Krzesinski, Jennifer McCan 
Marian Torres, Marina Bitar, Barbara Hale, Ashley Barber, Michelle Stranen, Jessica Nairn, Laura Freitag, Chanelle Houstc 
Johanna Engel, Cynthia Ortiz, Amanda Wilson, Kristen Ricciardi, Mariana Chacoff 
96 Greeks 
The Educated Eight at their 
annual formal. 
Barndt John Bera, Bart Brooks, Ahmad Cader, Joseph Calhoun, Sean Conley, Adam Davis, Thomas Group, Chris 
Ryan Lenhart Christopher Long, Steven Malagari, Ryan Norris, Josh Rucci, azizahmen Shaikh, Andrew Shindel, Eric 
But she didn't tell 
you when the world 
has brought you 




President - John Cicchetti 
Vice President - Tom Seegar 
Treasurer - Chris Weir 
Recording Secretary - William 
Tribendis 
Corresponding Secretary - Josh 
Lovewell 
Rush Chair - Ben Okulski 
Chaplin - Chris Padente 
Dante Saienni 
Historian - Adam Potulski 







The brothers of POD are always seen having a good time. 
"Doc" Holloway, John Karpinski, Aaron Lane, Sarat Duggirala, Terry Reilly, Rohit Rajoria, Dave Campeau, Kyle 
,John Cooper, James Hunt, Cris Mathew, Matt Meeker, Winston Miller, Nick Shriver, Grant Van Ranst, Owen 
ver, Mike Bongarzone, Jason Brown, Damien Canosa, Jim Garner, Len Trappanese, Jim Wittenberg 
pictured: Mike Lane, Dan Newcomb, Dom Spaventa 
We miss you too, Dom! 
I'll be there for you, 
like I've been there 
before, cause you're 
there for me too. 
Greeks 99 
2003-2004 SISTERS: 
NiraH Amin, Ashley Basla, Kristen Barraclough, Shannon Berndtson, Kristin Blaser, Sarah Bollinger, Rachel Bower, Caroll 
Boyer, Patricia Ciucci, Kim Daloisio, Lesley Davidson, Sandy Davis, Quinn Dinsmore, Elizabeth Drobit-Blair, Juliet Emas, 
Chrissie Fecenko, Dana Fillo, Nicole Frates, Jocelyn Gaspar, Jenn Guido, Abby Hare, Jill Harnitchek, Jessica Holt, Jocel 
Jacobs, Meghan Jarrett, Zoha Karmali, Jen Katz, Jessica Kerber, Jackie Kram, Christine Lacey, Sara Maioti, Vanessa McGral 
Meghan Murphy, Kate O'Neill, Raya PaulhiU, Heather Pugh, Lauren Rees, Meghan Rooney, Nicole Santoro, Nicole 
Schwendel, Mary Katherine Shull, Tina Straub, Nikki Swanson, Fallon Szarko, Heather Trefsger, Haley Turney 
100 Greeks 
The sisters of Tri Sigma enjoy a 
night together at the suite. 
dent - Ellen Calhoun, Vice President - Kade Meyer, Recording Secretary - Johanna Nash, Treasurer - Margaret 
, Denise Dugas, Michelle Fontaine, Monica Delaney, Kyle Kauffman, Allison Blum, Deborah Jensen, Allison 
ner, Melissa Fean, Denise Cook, JUl Wueschinski, Aubrey Andre, Lauren Brophy, Carla D'Olio, Jamie Ruhling, Lauren 
~sda, Jessica Fean, Jaime McCormick, Melanie Brown, Susan Kildea, Nicole Beck, Jennifer Cohen, Anna Mazor, 
andra Hendershot, Lynn Jusinski, Heather Kaczor, Kelly McCloskey, Catrina Patrick, Maureen Smeltz, Erin Brnad, 
en Segal, Wendi Frank, Emily LeFevre, JUl Reganato, Gina SaM 
These sisters enjoy some time to-
gether at Olevian. 
Seems like you're 
the only one who 
knows what it's like 
to be me. 
Greeks 101 
2003-2004 SISTERS: 
President - ria Larese, President - Tasheia Walker, Vice President - Alissa White, Treasurer - Victoria Appleman, Secretary 
Kelayne Minus, Historian - Rebecca Rowley, Oaire de Rosen, Sara Campbell 
Someone to face the 
day with, make it 
through all the rest 
with, 
W2 Greeks 
These si.sters show what commu-
nity service is aU about. Alissa and 
Tia at Evansburg State Park. 
Left : You can just feel the love! Skittles and 
Pat at 942. 
Below: Denise Dugas, Michelle Fontaine, and 
Lauren Brophy. 
Above: Amy Midgley and Travis Roop stop for 
a picture at Tau Sig's annual dated. 
Left: These KDK sisters kick it up at their 
formal. 
Someone I'U always 
laugh with, even at 
my worst, I'm best 
with you. 
Greeks 103 
Right: The sisters of Omega Chi, 
along with their lovey D)s, get a 
picture at the end of the night. 
Below: These sisters of U Phi Dare 
happy with the progress they made 
at Cobbs Creek. 
Above: The sisters of Sigma Sigma 
Sigma. 
104 Greeks 
Above: What's up, Doc? 
Right: KDK's Caroline Biswanger is 
ready for the highest bidder at the 
Annual Date Auction. 
': The brothers (and friends) 
D always seem to be horsing 
d. 
Right: These sisters of Tau Sigma 
Gamma are ready for some Hallow-
een fun! 
Above: Uz, Cara, and Johanna. 
Left: Brothers and alumni of Chi 
Rho Psi at Homecoming 2003. 
Greeks 105 
Right: Adam, don't look so shocked! 
Below: Michelle Hofmann and 
Brenda Stevens at O'Chi's annual 
Wine and Cheese Rush. 
Above: These KDK sisters enjoy themselves at their formal. 
I'll be there for you, 
like I've been there 
before, cause you're 
there for me too. 
106 Greeks 
Right: These senior sisters of Phi 
Alpha Psi are ready to roar at the 
Senior Halloween Party. 
Left: Ryan Griffiths, Skittles Haxhiu, 
and Frank Mallon are all smiles. 
Left: Hughjust needs a little break. 
Left: Tia Larese and Becky Rowley, 
during their Fall Break from 
Tubingen, spent some time in Paris. 
Below: James, don't look so 
confused! 
Bottom: Jo Nash, Ellie Calhoun, and 






The squad pumps up the 
devoted fans for an exciting 
game of football. 
----_. 
"Go Bears, GO!!!" 
110 Cheerleading 
Even the cheerleaders need a little 
time out to watch the game! 
Sharon Belove, Alaina Cara, Arin Carratello (Captain), Tiffany Friedman, Cate Fusco, Sarah 
Gowell, Barbara Hale, Felicia McGill, Dawn McGinty (Captain), Courtney Moser, Erin Padovanl, 
Kristin Ricciardi, Angela Sterner, )enna Sychterz 
Above: Way to stick that stunt! 
Left: The Bears depend on each other to 
help lift the team to new heights! 
R s I N u s 
Senior Kacie Meyer (left) digs 
out the last leg of her race, and is 
greeted (below) by fellow team-
mate and friend , Katie 
Doughterty. 
Larry Barr, Ramon Clark, Chris Deleon, Katie Doughterty, Lynne Erickson, Misa Gareau, 
Liz Goudie, Travis High, Maureen McCarthy, Kevin Metz, Kacie Meyer, Kala Pacifique, 
Kate Rettstadt, Aziz Shaikh, Rachel Simpson, Luke Sullivan, Joe Szymanski, Jeff Teigler, 
Eric Wickersham, Brandon Zaplae Head Coach: Neil Schafer, Asst. Coach: Janet Schafer 
G H T s o N G " 
Cross 
COuntry 
Bottom Left: Katie Doughterty, 
staying true to form, leads the 
pack! 
Middle: Sophomore Eric 
Wickersham pulls ahead to get 
the edge. 
Right: Joe Szymanksi stays one 
















Cross Country 111 
Above: Captin and Senior Amy 
Midgley takes control of the ball. 
Right: The team and senior 
parents take a moment of silence 
before the exciting game begins. 
Field 
Left : Joyce Ann Koubaroulis 
dominates the play and moves 
down the field fo r the goal! 
2003 Schedule 
Us Them 
JoAnne Barbieri, Erin Bender, Melissa Buckley, Allison Dutt, Ashley Ettinger, Erin Godfrey, Joyce 
Anne Koubaroulis, Jackie Kram, Abby Loeffled, Crystal McCarney, Megan McCormick(Capt.), Erin 
McGinley, Amy Midgley (Capt.) , Kristen Pearson, Jess Rodgers, Marissa Rotz, Jess Shellaway 
(Capt.), Molly Stevens, Karen Wendler, Amanda Young (Capt.) 
Coach: Laura Moliken, Asst. Coach: Gabe Moliken 
112 Field Hockey 
F 1 G H T u R s 1 
York 






















































The girls huddle to 
discuss their game 
winning strategy. 
tain Megan McCormick 
to intercept a pass. 
1 G H T 
Left: Goalie JoAnne Barbieri gets a 
little help defending the goal from 
her teammates. 
The Lady Bears celebrate after yet another goal! 
u R 5 1 N u 5 ... 
113 
Football 
Sophomore Justin Edwards 
is eyeing up the competiti.on in 
hot pursuit of another win. 
114 Football 
Right: The UC defense is looking 
to get the ball back. 
Below: Adam Schmidt is on the 
way to the end zone!! 
Above: Dave Kupstow is 
looking for an open receiver. 
Right: #80 Derek Talley is ready 
to make the play. 
F 1 G 
'. 
H T A G A I 
Gary Sheffield shows the Gettysburg Bullets that the 
Bears won't go down without a fight! 
and his team-
mates prepare to 
get in the game. 
Below: The Bears 
are on the line of 
scrimmage and 
head for a first 
2003 Schedule 
Us/ Them 
Susquehanna 24 17 
Catholic 26 0 
Albright 19 37 
Mount Ida 47 0 
McDaniel 20 24 
Muhlenburg 7 27 
Gettysburg 3 14 
Johns Hopkins 10 49 
F&M 17 37 
Dickinson 10 36 
\ . .Amaro, D. Ashworth, M. Baney, E. Barker, 1. Bell, T. Beers, A. Bonsall, K. Borreggine, J. Cannon, K. Cavanagh, D. Concannon, J. 
:onte, M. Crowley, M. Curran, E. DiBlassio, L. DeMark, D. Duffy, M. Duppel,). Edwards, J. Ellis, G. Furman, V. Gallagher, R. Gibson, 
\. Gilbert, Q. Gill, K. Gorman, R. Graham, M. Greim, B. Hasse, M. Hurden, D. lwaniuk, A. Jones, M. Jones, J. Kemp, D. Kupstow, T. 
M. Lebo, D. Levin, F. Mallon, D. Marcheski,). Milligan, L. Nealy, S. Ordog, A. Orio, A. Parcell, M. Pastor, R. Peterson, T. 
E. Rembert, T. Reilly, D. Scafidi, A. Schmidt, Z. Shapiro, G. Sheffield, E. Shipe, A. Spano, R. Taylor, D. Talley, J. Traino, M. Trio, 
. Wagner, S. Wallace, T. Wallingford,). Wheeler,). Wissler, M. Wolf, A. Wood, P. Yaskowski,J. Ziegler Coach: Pete Gallagher 
N 5 T T H E FOE! 
115 
116 Men's Soccer 
WAVE YOUR 
SOccer 
ght: John Herting fires a shot. 
!Iow: Dennis Ondrejik passes the 
ball in warmup. 
lttom Right: Dan Callhan hustles 
to a ball in play. 
ft: Freshman goal keeper wonders 
where he should punt the ball. 
r Left: Kevin Murphey gets off the 
ground to head the ball in a 
crowd of players. 
dam Ebling, DunccanRamsey, Brian Berkowitz, Brad Bowen, Tom Moulder, 
n .Herting, Dan Callahan, Tyler Johnson, Dennis Ondrejik, Kevin Murphy, 
1ris Hood, Corey Goldberg, Dave Kiefer, Tom Hanlin, Cory Lush, Jason 
inutoli, Josh Finger, Dan Urban, Doug Van Allman, Mike Martyenenko, Matt 
nmert, Marcus Ressler, Matt Racine, Zach Coale Head Coach: Wayne 
cKinney Asst. Coach B. J. Callaghan 
c o L o R 5 
2003 Schedule and Results 
Sat. 9/ 6 at Goucher L, 0-3 
Sun. 9/7 at Villa Julie W, I-0 
Tue. 9/ 9 at Phila. Biblical W, I-0 
Sat. 9/ 13 Alvernia L,0-5 
Sun. 9/ 14 at Wilkes L, 1-2 
Wed. 9/ 17at Gwynedd-Mercy W, 3-0 
Mon. 9/ 22Eastern L, 0-2 
Thu. 9/25Washington L, 1-2 
Sat. 9/ 27 at Dickinson L, I-2 
Mon .9/ 29Neumann W,5-2 
Wed. 10 / lHaverford T, 2-2 (20T) 
Sat. 10 / 4at Gettysburg L, 1-3 
Thu. 10 / 9West Chester L, 2-3 (OT) 
Sat. 10 / l1McDaniel L, 1-3 
Sat. 10 / 18F&M T, 1-1 (20T) 
Wed. 10/22at Delaware Valley L, 2-3 
Sat. 10 / 25 at Johns Hopkins L, 0-3 
Wed. 10 / 29 at Swarthmore W 2-0 
Sat. n / l at Muhlenberg L 0-6 
117 
Above: Krista Smith tights a McDaniel 
opponent for the ball during a very 
intense game. 
Right: Gina Serago takes the ball up on 
offense while Debbie Jenson watches 
in awe. 
Below: Logan Conklin hustles back on D. 
w A 




Right: Jen Cohen 
prepares to volley 
a ball during a 
huge play in a tie 
game. 
T H E M 
Soc c e rBeIOW. U"inllS College 
soccer gets pumped up 
during announcements. 
:Ira Goldberg, Jaime McCormick, Emily LeFevre, Lauren Washam, Chrissy 
anselous, Xie Tracz, Michelle Fontaine, Ashley Hans, Kristen Papenberg, Lauren 
:llty, Amanda Ose, Katie Zurich, Debbie Jensen, Gina Serago, Jen Cohen, Aubrey 
ndre, Krista Smith, Stephanie Zimmer, Logan Conklin Head Coach: Jeff Ykoruk 
sst. Coaches: Amanda Pietila, Jermey Brodovsky, Tom Quintois 
p R o u D L 
2003 Schedule and Results 
Urstnus Invitational 
Sat. 8/ 30 Seton Hill W,4-1 
Sun. 8/ 31 St. Mary's (Md.)L, 1-2 (OT) 
Susquehanna Qasstc 
Sat. 9/ 6 at Lycoming W, 3-0 
Sun. 9/7 at Susquehanna W, 3-2 
Wed. 9/ 10 at Wilkes T, 2-2 (20T) 
Sat. 9/13 at Widener W,2-0 
Wed. 9/ 17 Albright T, 0-0 (20T) 
Sun. 9/21 Gettysburg L, 0-1 (OT) 
Wed. 9/ 24 Haverford W,2-1 
Sat. 9/ 27 at Dickinson W, 2-1 (OT) 
Tue. 9/ 30 at Washington W, 2-0 
Sat. 10/ 4 Johns Hopkins L, 1-3 
Mon. 10/ 6 at DeSales W,1-0 
Wed. 10/8 Swarthmore W,3-1 
Sat. 10/ 11 F&M T, 1-1 (20T) 
Wed. 10/ 22 at Bryn Mawr W,2-0 
Sat. 10/ 25 McDaniel L,O-l 
Sat. 11/ 1 at Muhlenberg L,O-l 
CC Playoffs (@ Muhlenberg) 
Sat. 11/8 Muhlenberg L,1-3 
y 
Field Hockey 119 
Volleyball 
T earn Huddle!! 
Juliet Bronstein spikes the ball in the oppnents faces. 
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Michelle Finney, Denise Dunchick, Juliet Bronstein, Jennifer 
Nolan, Natalie DiFeliciantonio, Amanda Morello, Laura 
Dougherty, Erin Walsh, Kimberly Newton, Erin O'Hara, Megan 
Little, Noelle Bolletino, Marie DiFelkiantonio Head Coach: 
Diane Hagan Asst. Coach: B. J. Cook 
The UC volleyball team prepares to return the serve. 
A s 
120 Vollevball 
w E o 
Bump! Set! Spike! 
Lady Bears attack the net. 
The UC volleyball team gets fired up before their match. 
A RD G o 
2003 Schedule and Results 
Sat. 8/30 eNU L, 1-3 
Sat. 8/30 Bridgewater L, 0-3 
Sat. 8/30 Mary Washington L,1-3 
Thu. 9/4 at Albright W,3-2 
Sat. 9/6 at Wilkes 
Kean 




Sat. 9/13 at Rowan L,1-3 
Sat. 9/20 Widener L, 0-3 
Gettysburg L, 0-3 
Baptist Bible L, 0-3 
Fri. 9/26 Marywood L, 2-3 
St. John Ftsher L,0-3 
Sat. 9/27 Montclair State W, 3-0 
St. Mary's W,3-0 
Tue. 9/30 at Alvernla L,1-3 
Sat. 10/4 at Gettysburg L,0-3 
Bryn Mawr W, 3-0 
Wed. 10/8 at Swarthmore L, 0-3 
Sat. 10m at Johns Hopkins L,0-3 
McDan~1 W,3-0 
Sat. 10118 Haverford l, 0-3 
DIckinson L,1-3 
Thu. 10/23 Gwynedd-Mercy L, 1-3 
Sat. 10/25 at F&M L, 0-3 
Washington 
Wed. 10129 MUhlenbe'rg 
W,3-2 
Volleyba ll 121 
Dennis 
driv es down the 
court in pursuit of 
another Centennial 
Conference record. 
Farright: Freshman Will 
Furey takes a shot to 
increase the Bear's lead 
over Swarthmore. 
Bottom: Head Coach Kevin 
Small pumps up the 
Luke Marlow, Bret Jenkins, Mike McGarvey, Brian McEvlly, Ted Piotrowicz (Captain) , Matt Fabian, 
Dennis Stanton (Captain)' Olalekan Popoola, Joe Sholz, Will Furey, Dan Herr, Naquan Williams. 
Coaches: Kevin Small and Joe Rulewich, Manager: Chris Young 
R A , • H Men's Basketball 
Men's 
Us Them 
Eas tern 80 69 
Lebanon Val. 102 87 
Swarthmore 83 76 
Washington 92 72 
Bucknell 77 62 
Union 66 86 
Skidmore 77 75 
Trinity 70 86 
Drew 83 70 
Haverford 72 81 
F&M 71 108 
Dickinson 86 58 
McDaniel 68 51 
Johns Hopkins 82 74 
Gettysburg 73 81 
Swarthmore 85 81 
Muhlenberg 85 77 
McDaniel 84 85 
Washington 85 89 
F&M 104 91 
Gettys burg 75 74 
Dickinson 89 70 
Haverford 74 96 
Johns Hopkins 65 72 




Left: Matt Fabian looks to set up 
the offensive play. 
, 
• 
Mlddle: Joe Scholz rises above 
the competition to get the re-
bound. 
Below: Junior Naquan Williams 
shows Swarthmore his skills. 
Above: Captain Ted Piotrowicz pushes past 
the pressure to the hoop. 
Left: The Bears take charge under the basket. 
Men's Basketball 123 
Below: Julia Tramontana adds 
two points to the board for the 
Lady Bears. 
Below: Mallory Greene sets up 
and takes the shot. 
1 N 
4 Women's Basketball 
Middle: Molly Guntli 
opens the game by tak-
ing charge of the tip-off. 
THE 
ome1 
Left: Alison Walker 
breezes through 
Swarthmore's weak 
Middle: Freshman Mary Kate Daley fight 
under the basket to keep control of the bal 
























































Left: Junior Liz Munn looks to 
find an open teammate. 
Far left: Lindsay Caravel makes 
a path to the hoop. 
Below: The Lady Bears show team 
spirit for starter, Julia Tramontana. 
Dana AIr, Jess Bricker, Kelly Borrell, Stephanie Cavalier, Mary Kate Daley, Lindsay Garavel, Lisa 
Gilardi, Mallory Greene, Molly Guntli, Liz Munn, Julia Tramontana, K,iisten Torkelson, Alison Walker 
Head Coach: Jim Buckley Asst. Coaches: Suzanne Thomas-Fortier, Debbie Williamson 
THE BATTLE , 
Women·s Basketball 125 
GymnasticS 
Below: The Lad 
ready for y Bears are 
another wi. n. 
Riaht· K . '" . nsten G . bef nrnmel 
ore competHi on. 
Above: So h fi ' P ornore Mea lnlshesanoth ",an Hollern er perfect floor . routine. 
Right: Jenny Rae F 
th,e uneven bars e:~se competes on 
wm for the Lad oute to another 
y Bears. 
w 1 T H u R s 1 
126 G . ymnastlcs 
The freshmen add great strength to Ursinus Gymnastics. 
Jessica Cowden, Laura Davis, Shawna Eddy, Jennifer Rae Fouse, Jessica Furman, 
Kristen Grlmmel (Captain), Gillian Harnltchek, Megan Hollern, Victoria Langston, 
Erin Vanselous, Amanda Wellbaum Coach: Jeff Scheppers 
N u 5 M 1 G H T 
Wilson W 





West Chester W 
Penn L 
Wilson W 
West Chester W 









Right: Captain Lauren Carrescia 
races to the wall in the 200 
Medley Relay. 
Below: Sophomore stud Valery 
Schartel sprints down the lane. 
Right: )C Rowland begins the 
race right by rockin' out his start. 
Right: Junior Carla D'Olio 
shows off her awesome 
butterfly form ... as well 
as those guns! ! 
Brandon Peer,Ryan Griffiths(Captain),Andy Will,Adam Longino, Steve Rote, Lauren Carrescia (Captain), 
Chanelle Houston, Caitlin McHugh, Cal tie Hanlon, Danielle Andrews, Lauren Wise, Coach Susan Hadfield, 
tindsi DeArment, Val Schartel, Laura Freitag, Jess Fean, Barb Donald, Kristin Gorman, Carla D'Olio, Brianna 
Hlll, Jonelle Hedrick, Joanna Kramer, Katie Perkins (missing from photo: Jennie Nolan and JC Rowland) 
Us Them 
Swarthmore (W) 71 128 
Swarthmore (M) 66 121 
Washington (W) 83 122 
Washington (M) 66 114 
Arcadia (W) 122 
Arcadia (M) 105 
Gettysburg (W) 64 
Gettysburg (M) 34 147 
York (W) 124 68 
York (M) 85 93 
Dickinson (W) 80 126 
Dickinson (M) 36 156 
McDaniel (W) 33 62 
McDaniel (M) 30 64 
F&M (W) 87 113 
F&M (M) 52 111 
Cabrini (W) 139 40 
Bryn Mawr (W) 150 108 
Conference Championships 
1 RON MEN OF 
28 Swimming 
OLD 
Far left: Senior Jennie Nolan 
shows us the backstroke. 
perfection that comes with four 
years of hard work! 
Left: Freshman Brandon Peer 
stays ahead of the competition 
during the 200 Free Relay. 
Bottom middle: Jr. Steve Rote 
pulls ahead of the competition to 
win yet another 50 Free race. 
Bottom left: The girls get ready for the 200 Free 
- GO BEARS! 
Bottom right: Captain Ryan 
throughout the 500 Free. 
URSINUS 
Swimming 129 
Wrestling Below: Sophomore 
Eddie Murray 
sets up a shot. 
Above: Sophomore Kyle 
Hart tries for a reversal. 
works his opponent 
over to his back for a 
Right: Junior 
Captain Sean Howard 
uses an arm bar to set 
up the pin. 
Jared Allred, Mark Barber, Brian Boland, Kyle Capella, Mike Cox, James Domestico, Sean Donahoe, Matt 
Pralen, Ben Griswold, Kyle Hart, Sean Howard (Captain), Matt Jost, Mike Mergott, Eddie Murray, Adam 
Parcell, Scott Roesch (Captain), Jason Sabol, Tyler Schartel, Pete Shoemaker, Zach Stewart, Jim Swiggard, 
Steve Tomczuk, Mike Troutman, Adam Vasquez, Matt Wolf 
Mess iah Invtl. 
Monarch Invtl. 
Urs inus Invtl. 
Petrofes In vtl. 
Citrus Open 
MIT 
2nd of 8 
6th of 14 
1s t of 7 
4th of 13 
12th of 14 
W 
Bridgewater State W 
Wes tern ew England W 
Johnson & Wales L 
Brute/ Adidas Invtl. 2nd of 9 
Johns Hopkins W 
Bapti st Bible W 
McDaniel W 





CC Championships 1st 
Head Coach: Bill Racich Asst. Coaches: Rom Tirpak, Pat Curry, Corey Brechbill, Lee Cox, Jason Flor, Travis Allred 
F 1 G T , • H F G H 1 
D Wrestling 
Top: Pam Chlad, Tina Wmlgum, , Kristin Paisley 
, 
• F 1 G H 
Training Staff 
~- Wright, Michelle Henry Bottom: Kathy 
T , • , • , • 
, Michelle Above,
Henry gives expert 
, to the student tIPS 
trainers , 




This is what four teachers had to say about their experiences at Ursinus 































Auda May Johnson 
BiologyDepartment 


















































































L. Kathlene Wright 
Joyce Lionarons 
































West New York, NJ 
American Studies, and 
Communication Studies 
& Theatre 
"Write anything. Truth or 
untruth, it is l.mimportant. 
Speak but speak with 
tenderness, for that is all 
that you can do that may 




Rio De Janeiro, Brazil 
International Relations 





Computer Science and 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Minor: Mathematics 
"The sky is not the limit. " 
Lindsay Elizabe 
Alleger 
Haddon Township, [I 
Psychology 
The key to happiness i: 
having dreams. They i<e 
to success is making yo 
dreams come true. Man 
you're strength is my 
inspiration. Dad, thanks 
your love and support. P 
love you more. Sig Nu 
girls- I'll cherish the 
memories! 
Mickleton, N} 
conomics & Business 
Administration 
'1.om, Dad, and Steve, 
banks for aU the love, 
port and encouragement 
have given me through-
It the past four years. I 
:ould not have done it 
Ithout you. I love you. 









I would like to thank all my 
friends at Ursinus for 
making the past four years 
unforgettable. 1 would also 
like to thank my Mom and 
Dad for always supporting 
me, To my brother, M and 






Never believe that a few 
caring people can't change 
the world. For, Indeed, 
that's all who ever have. 
Never forget that even 
when you are able to help 
only one person, it will 




Exercise & Sports 
Science 
"Ufe is just a mirror, and 
what you see out there, 
you must first see 





















Scott P. Barr 
Sewell, N} 
Economics & Business 
Administration 




















T eachfng Certification 
"Most people would rather 
die than think" 
Amy E. Beyer 
Philadelphia, PA 
Communications 
Minor: Psychology and 
Management 
Thank you to my family 
and friends whose love and 
support I could not have 
done without. Thank you 
for everything. 
"I can't believe I would look 
back on the times I cried 
and laughed; and the times 




Ryan Adam Bown 
Canton, PA 
Exercise & Sport Science 






There are only two people I need to 
thank, they are my best friends; 
thank you for believing in me, 
dreaming with me, and always 
giving me the very best, Mom and 
Dad lowe it to you. 
Thank you to Ursinus and friends 
new and old. 
"Lively up yourself! " Bob Marley 
"We know what we are, but not 










Minor: CreaHve Writing 
"Tomorrow, and tomorrow, 
and tomorrow, 
Creeps In this petty pace 
from day to day 
To the last syllable of 
recorded time." 





and East Asian Studies 
'The task ahead of us is 
never as great as the 
power behind us." 
Thanks Mom and Dad. 




"That which does not kilt 
wit! only make us stror 





ance as though no one is 
watching you, love as 
hough you have never 
een hurt before, sing as 
hough no one can hear 
u, live as though heaven 
is on earth." -Souza 








"Everything's gonna be 
alright. " -Bob Marley 
Aralene "Artie' 
D. Callahan n 
Dover, PA 
Communications: 
Theater Emphasis and 
French 
"I think of life itself now as 
a wonderful play that I've 
written for myself, and so 
, my purpose Is to have the 
utmost fun playing my 
part." ~Shlrley Mac Laine 
To my family-Thanks for 
everything and 1 love you. 
Tom Byrum 
Gilbertsville, PA 
East Asian Studies, 
Computer Science, 
and Politics 
"I am free, no matter what 
rules surround me, If I find 
them tolerable, I tolerate 
them; if 1 find them too 
obnoxious, 1 break them. 1 
am (ree because I know that 
I alone am morally respon-
sible for everything I do." 
-Robert Heinlein 
Julia Campbell 
Chadds Ford, PA 
English 
Minor: Education and 
Psychology 
"To laugh often and much; to win 
the respect of intelligent people 
and the affection of children; to 
appreciate beauty, to find the 
best in others; to leave the world 
a little better; whether by a 
healthy child, a garden patch or a 
redeemed social condition; to 
know even one life has breathed 
easier because you have lived. 
This Is the meaning of success." 
-Emerson 
Joseph G. Calhoun 
Philadelphia, PA 
Politics 






"Accept the challenges so 
that you may feel the 
exhilaration of victory." 




I promised someone dear to me 
named Peachie, that I would 
graduate from coUege, although 
she couldn't reach me. Mentally, 
and spiritually times could get 
hard, to have such a close mentor 
gone, up with the angels, away so 
far .... but "persistence was a 
necessity, couldn't let life changes 
get the best of me. With courage 
to continue, and success only on 
my menu, rve finally made it, 
through the pain and strife, to 
finish this chapter and start a new 
page in life. 
Mtchael Steven 
Castiglione 




Colts Neck, N) 
Exerdse & Sports 
Sdence 
"We all take different 
paths in life, but no matter 
where we go, we take a 
little of each other every-
where" -Tim McGraw 
Mom and Dad, thank you 
for everythi.ng. Phi Psi and 
everyone else, thanks for 





Michael A. Cas 




West Chester, PA 
Psychology 
Pi Omega Delta 
nks Mom, Dad and Lisa 
always being there and 
ing me the opportunity 
I lifetime. The friends 1 
'e made here will last a 
ime. "Eat, drink and be 
erry for tomorrow we 
!!" Some may boast. .. 
Kathryn Chapman 
Long Branch, N} 
English 
Minor: Creative Writing 
Her mind trave1ed crooked 
streets and aimless goat 
paths, arriving sometimes at 
profundity, other times at the 
revelations of a three-year-




i poured my heart out to a 
bunch of j-shaped post-it 
notes- and they don't even 
















"1 will study and get ready, 
and perhaps my chance will 
come." -Abraham Lincoln 









Economics & Business 
Administration 
Exercise & Sport Science Thank you to the sisters of 
Phi Alpha Psi for all the 
love and support you 




"She didn't know it 
couldn't be done, so she 
went ahead and did it." 
-Mary's Almanac 
have provided me over the 
past four years. Without 
every single one of you I 




Economics & Business 
AdministraHon and 
Spanish 
Love is the key and hatred 






"Go confidently in the 
direction of your drean 
Live the life you have 
imagined." -Henry Davi 
TI10reau 
Paul DiBlasi 
Silver Spring, MD 
Psychology 
"Statistics are like a 
lamppost to a drunken 
man; more for leaning on 
than illumination." 
-Bertrand Russell 
"We are the music makers, 







& Theatre and 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Amanda DiNofia 
Drexel Hill, PA 
Biology 
"May God bless you with 
the foolishness to think 
you can make a difference 
in this world, so that you 
wUl do the things which 
others teU you cannot be 
done." Thanks to my family 
for aU their love and 
support. 
Katia Deriabina 
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 




"You have found your 
dream, set your goals 
and never deterred from 
your path. Continue to set 
the bar high, never allow 
others to guide yom heart, 
keep a sense of joy and 






& Theatre and Politics 
Destiny is not a matter of 
chance, it is a matter of 
choice; it is not a thing to 
be waited for, it is a thing 
to be achieved. 







"Everything is okay in the 
end. If it's not okay, it's 
not the end." 
"Whatever will be, will be" 
Thank you Mom, Dad, 
family, and friends- I love 
you all. 
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Laura Dougherty 
Havertown, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
"To accomplish great 
things, we must not only 
act but also dream; not 
only plan but also believe." 
Thank you Dad, Mom, Paul 
and friends for your love 
and support. 1 would not 









Learn from yesterday, live 




Politics and Education 
"You may fool the whole 
world down the pathway of 
years. 
And get pats on the back as 
you pass, 
But your final reward wHl be 
the heartaches and tears 
If you've cheated the man in 
the glass." 
-from "The Man in the Glass" 
Stephen P. Dunkle, 
















And you are such a fool 
To worry like you do 
1 know it's tough, and you 
can never get enough 
Of what you really don't 
need now ... 
Stuck in a Moment by U2 
Joel David Eline 
Whitehall, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Thank you to my family 
and friends that have 
helped me to aspire to 
what 1 am today. To Mom, 
Dad and Jim: thank you for 
aU your support and 
encouragement through 
these past four years. 
Shawna A. Eddy 






Education and Art 
History 
"The Goal is Greater than 
the Struggle" 
Peter C. Elek 
Spring City, PA 
Communication Studies 
& Theatre 




Economics & Business 
Administration 
Minor: Mathematics 
To my friends, you are aU 
true blessings. Mom, Dad, 
Alexis thank you, 1 love 
you so much, 1 did it!! "The 
Lord will cover you with 
His feathers, and under His 
wings you will find refuge." 
Psalm 91 
Andreas Engel 
Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany 
Economics and Business 
Administration 
Minor: Chemistry 
Per Aspera Ad Astra 
("Through thorns to the 
stars") 
John H. Fee 
West G1ester, PA 
English 
"It is not in what you say, 
but how you say it. It is 
the difference between 'I'll 
see you tomorrow' and 
'Goodbye.' 













"Don't cry because It's 
over, smile because it 
happened." Thanl{s for ; 
wonderful four years, fllli 










Economics & Business 
Administration 
Minor: French and Exercise 
& Sports Science 
"No distance of place or lapse 
of time can lessen the friend-
ship of those who are thor-








Minor: Economics & 
Business Administration 
Thank you Mom, Dad, and 
Tyler for aU your love, 
support, and inspiration. 
You mean the world to me. 
I love you. 
Margaret Gallagher 
Kristin M. Galie 
Phoenixville, PA 
Chemistry 





"It is not in the stars to hold 




Ft. Washington, PA 
Exercise & Sport Science 
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Cara Goldberg 
Manlius, NY 
Exercise & Sports Science 
"Hard things in life never 
come easy" Thanks to my 
amazing parents, girls from 
home, professors, team-
mates and PALS. If it 
weren' t for aU of you, I 
wouldn't be where I am 
today. 
Good luck class of '04. 
Derese Getnet 




The friends you keep, 
The habits you form, 
The principles you follow, 
Will decide your usefulness 
here 
And your future destiny! 
Andrew P. Grau 
Horsham, PA 
Computer Science 
"I've won at every level 







Newtown Square, PA 





Alpha Sigma Nu 
Thanks to my family and friends for 
the support during the past four 
years 
Sig Nu- you're the best 
"The future belongs to those who 
















Fair Lawn, NJ 
Communication Studies 
& Theatre and English 
"To be nobody but yourself 
in a world which is doing 
its best night and day, to 
make you everybody else 
means to fight the hardest 
battle which any human 
being can fight 
and never stop fighting" 









History and Secondary 
Education 
"You must do the thing you 
think you cannot do." 
-Eleanor Roosevelt 
Best of luck to the Class of 
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Megan Joy Hershey 
Bainbridge, PA 
History and Politics 
To everyone who has made 
Ursinus unforgettable: my 
roommate )enn, Sandy and 
Kristen, movie nights, LV, 
ladders, an of my boys (and 
ladies!), ER night members, the 
politics (couch!) and history 
departments - thank,,! 1 wHi 









"The future belongs to 
those who believe in the 
beauty of their dreams." 
-Eleanor Roosevelt 
Ciana T. Hayes 
West Berlin, N} 
Spanish 
Elizabeth J. HUI 
Lancaster, PA 
Psychology 
UTrust in the Lord with all 
your heart and lean not on 
your own understanding; 
in an your ways acknowl-
edge Him, and He wU\ 















"I know they put laxatives 
in the food at Wismer, 
because it's so unhealthy 
that they have to get it out 
of you as fast as possible." 







To my famtly and friends: 
thank you for teaching me 
to seize the opportunities 
for self-improvement so 
often disguised as hard-
ship, and to laugh and 
enjoy life In the meantime. 






"What lies behind us and 
what lies before us are tiny 
matters compared to what 
Ites within us." 





Jessica Lynn Holt 
Berwyn, PA 
History flnd Politics 
Minor: International 
Relations 
'1 could have missed the 
pain, but r d have to miss 
the dance" ... and what a 
dance it's been. I heart you, 
Trl Sigma girUes. My UC 
friends: Life Is because of 
the people in it lowe you 
the world. My family, I love 
you for aU you've given me 
~ today & always. 
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Jon R. lchter 
Lancaster, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
I want to be where rve 
never been before 
I want to be there and then 
I'd understand 
Know rm right and do it 
right 




"It is not the brain that 
matters most but that 
whkh guides them-the 
character, the heart 
generous qualities, progres-






Minor: Theater and 
Creative Writing 
TI1anks Mom, Dad, Val 
and Deb for constant love 
and support. 
Phi Psi & friends 1 love 
you with all my heart! 
"What lies behind us and 
what lies before us are tiny 
matters compared to what 






Mom, thank you for 
allowing me to go through 
every day feeling that rm 
the luckiest daughter alive. 
Love you. 
Alpha Sigma Nu- forever 
"The best thing about the 
future is that it comes only 
one day at a time." -Lincoln 
Salita Bhandari 
Kaistha 
Mount Airy, MD 
Biochemistry/Molecular 
Biology 
Truly great friends are hard 
to find, difficult to leave, 
and Impossible to forget. E-
crew for life!! I've grown 
and learned so much at 
Ursinus. Thanks to all of 
my friends and family for 
all their help along the 
way. 
Adam P. JacksoI 
New Holland, PA 
Economics & Busfnes. 
Administration 
LU ........ Varghese 
Keerikatte 
Potomac, MD 
Biology and Spanish 
Adam R. Keagy 
York, PA 








Economics & Business 
Administration: 
Accounting and Finance 
Susan M. KUdea 
Havertown, PA 
Psychology 
Geoffrey N. Keirn 
Lansdale, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Minor: Mathematics 






If you can fill the 
unforgiving minute 
With sixty seconds worth 
ot' distance tun 
Yours is the earth and 
everything that's in it, 
And - which is more -
you' ll be a man, my son! 
" IF" -Rudyard KipUng 
Jacquelynne Kay 
Kram 
New Windsor, MD 
JUl M. Kosakowski Exercise & Sport Science 
Minor: Psychology and 
Milford, N) Coaching 
Psychology 
Annie Simone Lai 
PhiladeLphia, PA 
Communication Studies 
& Theater and French 
"What better way could 
anything end? Hand in 
hand with a friend, " Much 
love to my family and 
friends - I am truly blessed 
to have your never ending 
love & support, 
"The only easy day was 
yesterday. n 
-United States Navy Seals 
Jeremy Alan 
Landis 
Red Lion, PA 

















Minor: Exercise & Sport 
Science 
"Don't be dismayed at 
good-byes. A farewell is 
necessary before you can 
meet again, after moments 
or lifetimes is certain for 
those who are fretnds." 





Thanks mom and dad for 
everything you guys have 
done for me. 1 don't think 
1 could have done it 
without you. To my boys 
in Beta Sig, thanks for all 
the memories and good 
luck in everything you do. 
Shannon Regina 
Uvingston 
Haddon Heights, NJ 
English 
Minor: Communications 
Twenty years from now 
you'll be more disappointed 
by the things you didn't do 
than by the ones you did. So 
throw off the bowlines. Sail 
away from the safe harbor. 
Catch the trade winds in 






Exercise & Sport Science 
J 








Haddon Heights, N} 
English 
Minor: Communications 
Twenty years from now 
you'll be more disappointed 
by the things you didn't do 
than by the ones you did. So 
throw off the bowlines. Sail 
away from the safe harbor. 
Catch the trade winds in your 






Economics & Business 
Administration 
"The music may stop now 
and then, but the strings 
win remain forever ... " 
-T 0 my friends, I love you 
Elliott Girls, thanks for the 
great memories 
Thanks Mom, Dad, Suzy, 
Tommy, and Pat for all of 








South Philadelphia, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration and 
Communications 
'Trust in the Lord with all 
your heart and lean not on 
your own understanding; 
in aU your ways acknowl-
edge Him, and he will 








"Don't be dismayed at 
oodbyes. Meeting again 
ter a moment or lifetime 
is certain for friends. " 
Elliott girls- So many 
lUghs! '1 love you guys!" 
Thanks to Dztadzi and 
lad, Babct, Doug, Cindy, 
, and my Bff, Mom-You 














'That which does not kill us 
will only make us stron-






Family and Friends- Your 
support has made my 
college years even more 
unforgettable. Thanks 
for everything. 
"In life you have to take the 
good with the bad, smile 
with the sad, love what 
you have, and remember 
what you had." 
Nicole Catherine 
Masi 
Moon Township, PA 
Politics, Anthropology 
and Sociology 
Minor: History and 
International Relations 
Reach for the moon; i.f you 
miss youllland among the 
stars. 
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Meghan McDonald 
Phtladelphia, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
"There are four rules to life: 
Don't cheat, lie, steal or 
drink. 
If you're gonna cheat, 
cheat life. 
If you're gonna lie, lie for 
your friends. 
Lf you're gonna steal, steal 
someone's heart. 
And if you're gonna drink, 













& Thea tre 
Minors: Coaching and 
Religion 
lnfinite thanks to my 
family and friends for your 
love and support. I cherish 
all of you so very much! 
Dan McGovern 
Yardley, PA 
Exercise & Sport Science 
Minors: Business and 
Coaching 
"Victory at aU costs, 
victory in spite of all terror, 
victory however long and 
hard the road may be; 
for without victory there is 
no survival" 
-Forever thanks to all those 





"To give anything less the 








Somers Point, N} 
Mathematics 
Minor: Politics 
"Every picture tells a story." 
Thank you to my 
wonderful family and 
friends for all of your 






Drexel Hfll, PA 
Economics & Business 
Admininstration and 
Spanish 
"We did not change as we 
grew older; we just became 
more clearly ourselves." 
Thanks to family and 
friends, near and far, for 
your love and support. 
Julie Ann Micklos 
Warminster, PA 
English and Secondary 
Education Certification 
I can't remember aU the 
times 1 tried to tell myself 
to hold on to these 
moments as they pass -
Counting Crows 




"In this life, always give 
yourself something to look 
forward to." 
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Heather Elizabeth 
Miller 
New Holland, PA 
Psychology 
Amy E. Midgley 
Carlisle, PA 
Biology 
Minor: Women 's Studies 
I couldn't have done it 
without my family, but it 
wouldn't have been half as 
fun without my friends. I 
love aU of you! 
Antin Everett 
Milukas 
Ashley Falls, MA 










History and Museum 
Studies 
"The past is a foreign 
country; they do things 
differently there." 










"If you are successful, you 
will win false friends and 


















Biology and Spanish 
Lauren P. Morton 
Columbia, MD 
l-listory 
"The real voyage of 
discovery consists not in 
seeking new landscapes 
but in having new eyes." -
Marcel Proust 





Women 's Studies 
"My life is my message." -
Mahatma Gandhi 
'And in the end 
The love you take 
ls equal to the love you 
make." -lennon/ McCartney 











"Change your opinions, 
keep to your princlples; 
change your leaves, keep 





Computer Science and 
Mathematics 
TI1ank you to all of my 
family and friends who 
have given me nothing but 
support and love over the 
years. Without you, I 
wouldn't be who I am 
today. Congratulations to 
the class of 2004! 








"I can't remember all th( 
times I've tried to tell 
myself to hold onto thes 
moments as they pass." 
"Dream as if you have 
forever. Live as if you 
have only today.-















New Holland, PA 
"You have to accept Physics/ Pre-engineering 
whatever comes and the 
only important thing is that 
you meet it wi.th the best 












To laugh often and much . . . 
To appreciate beauty, to 
find the best in others ... To 
leave the world a bit 
better ... To know one li.fe 
has breathed easier 
because you have lived. 
This is to have succeeded. 
-Emerson 
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Jennifer E. Perry 
Baltimore, MD 
Economics & Business 




Economics & Business 
Administration and 
Secondary Education 
May you live every day of 
your life!" -Jonathan Swift 
Shannon J. Porter 
Lake Winola, PA 







UEvery man's work, 
whether it be literature or 
music or pictures or 
architecture or anything 
else, is always a portrait of 
himself." -Samuel Butler 





Economics & Business 
Administration and 
Secondary Education 
James D. Pettia Jr 
Stowe, PA 







Economics & Business 
Administration 
"Don't tell me how life is 
:ause I don't really want to 
know 
Don't tell me how this 
game ends 
:ause we'll just see how it 
goes" 
Alicia Elaine Purr 
Pottstown, PA 




Economics & Business 
Administration 
"Imagination is more 
important than knowledge. 
Knowledge is limited. 
Imagination encircles the 
world: -Albert Einstein 
John Quinn 
North Wales, PA 
Computer Sdence and 
Mathematics 
"Life is very interesting, if 
you make mistakes." 
-Georges Carpentier 




"I am a great believer in 
luck, and I find the harder I 






'By the time I recognize this 
moment, 
this moment will be gone. 
But I will bend the light, 
pretend that it somehow 
lingered on." -John Mayer 
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You have to have 
confidence in your ability, 
and then be tough enough 
to follow thro~h. 





Exercise & Sports 
Science and Psychology 
Minor: WeUness and 
Fitness 
"The Goal of life is to grow 
. . . forgetting why, 
remembering how." -LE. 
Cummings 
Amanda R. Ripley 
Hobe Sound, FL 





I would like to thank my 
family and friends for 
always encouraging me to 
pursue my passions and be 
true to myself . 
"Go confidently in the 
direction of your dreams. 
Live the life you have 
imagined." 






Clifton Heights, PA 
Communication Studies 
& Theatre and French 
and Dad, l love you. My 
accomplishments are yours. 
Thanl{ you! 
To the amazing friends I've 
made here - you made the 
past four years 
unforgettable! Thanks! 
"The future belongs to those 




Economics & Business 
Administration 
Minor: Communications 
Accept the pain, cherish 
the joys, resolve the 
regrets; then can come the 
best of benedictions, If 1 
had my life to live over, 1'd 
do it all the same." 






Our Lord has written the 
promise of the resurrection 
not in books alone, but in 
every leaf in springtime -
Martin Luther 
The Lord is the Spirit, and 
where the Spirit of the Lord 
is, there is freedom. 
-2 Corlntbians 3:17 
Jenna-Lyn P. 
Ryckebusch 
Mays Landing, N) 
Psychology and Spanish 
"1 like nonsense, it wakes 
up the brain cells. Fantasy 
is a necessary ingredient in 
living. U's a way of looking 
at life through the wrong 
end of a telescope. It 
enables you to laugh at 




Exercise & Sport Science 
Oerya Sarsilmaz 
St. Peters, PA 
German 






East Greenville, PA 
Exercise & Sports 
Science 
"Uve every day as if it were 
your last, because one of 
these days, it will be." 
~Jeremy Schwartz 
Thank you to my family 
and friends, I love you all 
very much. Yo Sig Nu kick 
it one time boy! 
Justin Tyler Seeley 
Elizaville, NY 
English and Education 
"1 still find each day too 
short for aU the thoughts I 
want to think, all the walks 
I want to take, aU the 
books I want to read, and 
all the friends I want to 




"We must never loose sight 
of one thing, that it all 






b A friend is one who knows 
you but loves you anyway" 
I I 
Tom C. M. Seegal 
Baltimore, MD 





rJ:'N'n",."i,~C' and Business 
Administration 
Minor: Communication 
Studies & Theatre 
you Mom, Dad, and 
Kate for aU of your love 
and support throughout 
years. I couldn't have 






Eric J. Shipe 
Sinking Spring, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 






Gate City, VA 
Exercise & Sports 
Science/Coaching 
"Life is not a struggle, it's a 
wiggle." 
Thanks to everyone who 
has helped me realize that 
aU the things I want to be, I 
already am. 




















"You will always miss 







"There's a peace inside us 
all. Let it be your friend, it 
will help you carry on 
everyday." -Creed 
Adam M. Smith 
Colombia, PA 
Biology 
'The saddest thing in Life is 
wasted talent." 





And whatever you do, 
whether in word or deed, 
do It all in the name of th 
Lord Jesus, giving thanks tl 
God the Father through 
him. -Colossians 3:17 




Thank you Mom and Dad 
for all of your help and 
support!! TI1anks also to 
all my family and friends- l 
could not have done it 
without you! 
Jerel Donell Smith 






Exercise & Sports 
Science 
To acquire knowledge, one 
must study, but to acquire 
wisdo~ one must ob-
serve. -Marilyn Savant 
Krista Lee Smith 
Perkasie, PA 
Spanish 
Thanks Mom, Dad, BUL 
Keute and Kyle for support-
ing me and encouraging me 
to do my best. Thanks to 
all my friends for the great 
memories! Good Luck 
Class of 2004! 
Dennis Stanton 
North Wales, PA 
English 
l would like to thank God. 
Thanks Dad, Mom, Chris, 
Mike, Nana, Mom-mom, 
Pop-pop, Toots, Mary, 
Bindy, Bri, El"f(for the 
screens), Ted. Thanks 
Coach Small, Rulewich, 
Buyse, Guiton, Ounce, 
Mckenzie 
MM,B),BM,NW,OP')S,DH,LM. 
Andrew D. Spano 
Trevose, PA 
Physics 





Cassie L. Stewart 
Belle Vernon, PA 








Dad, Mom, Peter, and Ron, 
Thank you for all your love 
and support. Without you I 
wouldn't have been success-
ful. I appreciate everything 
you've done for me and 
connnue to do. 
Thanks to my family and 




'Whatever your labors and 
aspirations, in the noisy 
confusion of life keep 
peace with your soul. 
With all its shame, drudg-
ery, and broken dreams, it 
is still a beautiful world. 




West Conshohocken, PA 
Communications Studies 
& Theatre 
Minors: Sociology and 
Religion 
"Go confidently in the 
direction of your dreams. 
Live the life you have 





"You have brains in your 
head. You have feet In 
your shoes. You can stee 
yourself any direction yOI 
choose." Dr. Seuss 
Thanks to Mom, Dad, 
Vince, all my family, 




Economics & Business 
Administration 
Minor: Spanish 
Ursinus in London 
"Do not follow where the 
may lead. Go instead 
there is no path and 
leave a trail." - Emerson 
thanks to my family 
and friends. 
Clint M. Thierjung 
Bensalem, PA 
Communication Studies 
& Theatre and 








"Be a dream in color even 
on a winter's night 
Thinking George Seurat 
afternoon bathed in light 
Get your joy no matter 
who says it's right." 
-Third Eye Blind 
Ngoc Hanh Thi 
Tran 
Philadelphia, PA 







Glen Gardner, N} 
Spanish 
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"Deep greens and blues are 
the colors I choose 
Won't you let me go down 










Exerdse & Sport Sdence 
Minor: Biology 
"The greatest greatness and 
the greatest humlUty go 
hand in hand naturally and 
without effort." 
Thank You Mom, Dad & 
Ajay, for always standing 
by me & with me and 
supporting me in every 
step I take. 
Divya Ullal 
Cherry Hil~ NJ 
Biology 
"We can do no great things, 
only small things with 
great love." -Mother Teresa 
Christina Vargas 
Phi/adelphia, PA 






"Everything is ok in the 






Be who you are and say 
what you feel because 
those who mind don't 
matter and those who 








#Go confidently in the 
direction of your dreams. 
Live the life you have 











''Watch with glittering eyes 
the who1e world around 
you because the greatest 
secrets are always hidden 
in the most unlikely places. 
Those who don't believe in 







To the one's I hold dear to 
my heart, thank you for all 
of your support. Mom, 
Dad and Brett, I wouldn't 
be where 1 am without 
you. I love you with all 
that I am. 
Lauren T. 
Wissemann 
Kennett Square, PA 
English 
J Seniors 
Amy L. Williams 
Wyomissing, PA 
History and Spanish 
JUI Wueschinski 
Springfield, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Minor: Mathematics 
"This is the time to remem-
ber, 'cause it will not last 
forever." 
To my friends - thanks for 




Economics & Business 
Administration: 
Accounting 
Joseph J. Wydra III 
Harrisburg, PA 
Politics 
Minor: English and 
American Studies 
Machiavelli 
"There is nothing more 
difficult, more perilous to 
conduct, or more uncertain of 
success than to take the lead 
in the introduction of a new 
order of things." 
Robert Kennedy Opined: 
"Progress is a nice word. But 
change is its motivator and 












"WIsh upon a shooting star; 
love without holding back; 
dream with everything you 
have." 
Mom, Dad, Tom, Derek, 
and Stacey, 
I am who I am because of 




Economics & Business 
Administration 
"I may not have gone 
where I intended to go, but 
I think I have ended up 
where I intended to be." 
-Douglas Adams 
Mark K. Heere 
Churchville, PA 






Love is always patient and 
kind. It is never jealous. 
Love Is never boastful or 
conceited. It is never rude 
or selfLsh. It does not take 
offense and is not 
resentful. It always 
protects, trusts, hopes, 





Economics & Business 
Administration 
Brendan Kelly 
West Chester, PA 
Chemistry and 
Biochemistry / Moiecular 
Biology 
( () Il/'flll I \ I, 
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Rachel, 
Since we were little, 1 have looked up to you and 1 continue 
to admire the person you are today. 1 am so proud to have 
you as my sister. Thanks for always being there for me, 
for giving me great advice and for being my outlet when 1 
felt the need to vent. "Having a sister is like having a best 
friend you can't get rid of. You know whatever you do, 
they'll still be there." llove you! 
"Harry" (a.k.a. Katie) 
• 
To Believe Is To Know 
That Everyday Is A New Beginning 
It Is To Trust That Miracles Happen 
And Dreams Really Do Come True 
CONGRATULATIONS SUTZY 
You Are An Inspiration To All Of Us 
Be Proud Of Yourself & Your Spirit, Your Drive, And 
Your Caring Attitude 
Because We Are Proud Of You 
Keep On Keepin' On! 
Love, Mom, Dad & Jason 
Rachel, 
We are so proud of the person you have 
become and what you have accomplished. 
Always keep God first in your life as your 
journey continues. We love you. 
Mom, Dad and Checkers 
Over the past four years a great deal of 
change has occurred in our lives. Some for the 
better, some not. 
The change that I'm most proud of is the 
change in you. You entered Ursinus as a wide-
eyed freshman, away from home and unsure 
what the future would bring. What a 
difference four years made. Look at you now! 
You handled the challenge of college life with 
hard work and determination. You're leaving 
Ursinus as a very focused, motivated and 
caring person. 
You are ready for the next chapter in life's 
journey. Mom would have been so proud of 
1 am so proud of you. Good luck. 
1 Love You, 
Dad 
SJou a~E a 1-hinin9 ExamplE of what a dau9htE~ i1-. 
-f}ouin9 and compa1-1-iOnatE 
~En1-itiuE and intElli9Ent 
:DEtE~minEd and indEpEndEnt 
clf1- !JOU continuE to tjWf», aLwa!J1-
hauE duam1- and aLwa!J1- h!J to 
makE thEm a uaLU!J. 
-f}OUE clflwa!J1-J 
dlI(om and :Dad 
On the day you were born we 
realized that you would always be 
full of surprise and would be 
determined to achieve your goals. 
Each day since, we have been 
amazed by your strength and 
extremely proud of your 
successes. 
Congratulations on all of your 
accomplismnents at Ursinus College. 
We love you! 
Mom, Dad and Vince 
CONGRATULATIONS 
FRANK 
For A Great 








"Your talent is God's 
Gilt to you. 
What you do with it 
Is your gilt back to God." 
Much loye, 
Mom and Chris 
We are so Proud of YOU 
and ALL that you Accomplished at 
Ursinus! 
We Love You, 
Mom, Marianne, Bryan & Family 
* Congraturations * 





* Pat :Jvlancuso 
*~ Career Services Office ** 
Patti-
As your four years at U rsinus 
come to an end, we know it's just the 
beginning of another chapter in your 
life. You accomplished so much yet 
are hungry for much more. 
Follow your dream. Please know that 
we are very proud of you. 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, J en, Kristen & Kate 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
: Dear Natalie, 
: We hope you have as much 
• 
: confidence in yourself as 
• 
• we have in you. 
• 
• Love, • 
• 
• Mom & Dad 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Katelynd '07-
We are very proud of your 
accomplishments and the 
wonderful young lady that you 
have become. Best wishes as 
you cont inue on life's journey. 
All our love, 
Mom & Dad 
What promise to the future lay 
behind those eyes, as the petals 
unfold. 
Love, Mom & Dad 
O(J)ear cYhrlstl4 
As pou are a precz(Jus !fiji to our frmilp- so WIll pou be to a 
world that aWaIts all pou have to !five ... 
and what pou have to !five It 
6bn!fratulatldns and map c{!lod bless pou and walk bp 
pour sIde all the daps ojpour life. 
G1:tt are so verp proud ojpou! 





Heather E. Miller, Class of 2004 
Oh, what changes you 
have already made! 
Kildea 
They say time 
changes things, 
but actually you have to 
change yourself. 
Play life cool and you may 
freeze. Play life hot and even 
though you get burned, 
you will still shed warmth to 
the earth below. 
Congratulations on this 
special day! 
With Love, 
Mom, Dad & Eric 
Dear lames, 
Congratulations!!!! We are so very proud of you 
and your accomplishments. You have grown up 
to be the brightest man. We wish you the best as 
you graduate and face new obstacles to climb. 
As you begin your journey away from Ursinus 
remember to take the knowledge and friendships 
and cherish them forever. Be the best you can 
be and life will reward you! 
God Bless and Good Luck!!!! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Lola, Lolo, loyce, Dale, and Crystal 
The Berman 
Museum Of Arl 
Congratulates and sends 
our sincere appreciation to 




















Another chapter in your life 
has ended . And like those 
chapters in the past. you have 
made us so incredibly proud 
of you. We wish you continued 
success as you write the 
chapters in your future . 
We love you very much! 
Dod. Mom, Megan, & Mom Mom 
Just lwanted to write 
a line ~or two, 
To let you know 
we're proud of you! 
love, 
Mom & Dad 
Follow your dreams to live 
the life you've imagined. 
Here's to 
a great 
fu ture . 
Love, 
Mom , Dad 
and Ken 
The GNP goes up, 
The GNP goes down, 
But our young economist 
Never wears a frown. 
Congratulations Geoff Keirn! 
I~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
(jreat job Jessica, 
(joodLuck! 
(jo get 'em! 
Cong ra tulatio n o n yo ur g "a dua ti o n f!"Om coll ege . . . 
An h o n o r that doe n o t co m e ea il )' . 
YOLI de e rve th e high est praise fo r you r a co mpl ishm e nt 
Wc a re ex tre m e ly ha p py a n d pro u d o f you. 
T h is is o nl y th e b eg inning o f making your d rea m com t r u . 
Yo ur intc rest a n d love o fl a n g uages will ce rta inl y e nha nce your 
futu re w ith a life tim e o f fasc ina ting a nd "c w a "d ing o ppo rtunili s . 
Co uragc a nd trivi ng to do yo ur b est will a n ')' yo u (a .. in t his 
w o rl d . Alway "e m e mber, "Th e jo urney o ra tho u a nd mil es b eg ins 
with a s ing le t e p. " 
All o f o ur love and best 
w ish es g o with yo u as yo u 
pursue ne 'v ca reers, Il e \v 
c ha ll c nges, a nd a ll o f th e 
p lea ure (ife has to o ffe r 
YO Ll . . . c njoy th e m. 
Be hap py, slay h ea lthy 
and n e ve r fo rge t 
yo ur way h o m e . 
* BRAYQS* from yo ur 
lov ing fa mi ly , 
jJ1om, Dad and Michae l 
Chad, 
We are so proud of the man you hav e 
become. You have grown so much these past 
four years - intellectually, emotionally, and 
spiritually. You have been blessed with many 
gifts and talents. Use them wisely. We love 
you! 
Mom and Dad 
Proverbs 3: 5-6 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
AMANDA DINoFIA 
SET THE TONE 
LOVE, 
MOM & DAD 
Bri, 
You have always made us proud! May your 
life and career be as successful and uplifting 
as your personality. 
, 
- -) We love you! 
XXXXOOO 
Mom, Dad, Brent, Dee, and May-May Too! 
Woton ()ut, 010,J,J. ~~ O()tne,J Y ulie tIIitn 1Ie~ n()te,J. 01 ~ 
tlle,Y fi~ ,Y()U, fi~ 1Ie~ fi~,Jt n()uel, ()~ mo,YiJe euen fi~ a tMl-uelogue7 
Yulie, ,Y()U noue made tile mo,Jt if ,Y()U~ ()pp()~tunitie,J at 
Clt~,Jinu,J, ami tile o~ ue~'y PJt()t«i if all ,Y()U noue ooo()mpli,J/uJ. 
We noue nad ,J() muon fin ()ue~ tile 'yeo~,J tIIotonin§ ,Y()U §Jt()tII ami 
,Jno~in§ in ,Y()U~ aduentu/M,J. 
!l'()ue, 
o/{()m, gjad, cf HoJt()n, 
.9 oul, ami cf nonn()n 
ongratulations Ann! 
We are so proud of all of your accompiish-
ents! Cherish old memories, but always re-
ember to fill your heart with new dreams. . " 
ishing you a future filled with success and 
With love, 
Mom and Dad 
Alexa and Rick 
Tony Shellaway Auto Sales 
105 East 7th Street, Suite 200 
Pennsburg, PA 18073 
Phone: 215-679-8599 
Congratulations Jess & Blake! 
Dreaming is as important as doing ... 
DREAM BIG, FOLLOW YOUR HEART, 
AND BE HAPPY/ 
We are so proud of the woman you've 
become and all of your 
accomplishments. 
We love you and wi/I always be 
here for you. 
Love, 
Mom and Dad 
Olympic Oil Heating and Ale 
WAY TO GO NISE OB. 
MOM, DAD, & LOU 
Congratulations to the 
Class of 2004, 











-< -<-<-<-<-< ~-<-<-< 
To all of my "adopted" 
daughters: 
Congratulations!! ! 
Dream Big! Be Happy! 
Love, 
Patty Appleman 
(a.k.a. Vicky's Mom) 
ITTTTTTTl'T2'Z , 1'1'1' 1'1'1' 1' 1'1' 
... ,,- . -' . - - . ~ 
'lI tal!l rdf pplelTJ.an.: 
{! on.!/lf.atulatton.4-!!! 
<W kat an. alTJ. aztn.!/ !l0Un.!/ 
QT ° ITJ. a IZ !IOU alf,e ... .11 alTJ. tlf. U I!I 
tle4-4-ed to te !l0UIf, .::41 OITJ. 
~ 
.~ , ~ .. -... ~.- " .~ . ~~/f ',.. . ~ . .~r i ' , . 
CONGRATULATIONS, CARA! 
With every scholastic lnilestone you're reached, 
every honor you've earned, 
every game you've played, and 
every National Anthem you've sung, 
your hard work and determination have paid off. 
We are so proud of you! 
All our love, 






















CO:Nq1{lITVL)I710:NS CELIZ)ICBCE7J{ !!! 
PIiza6etfi 'Erin (j)r06it-(jJfair: 
Prom tfiose first fialf-day ~nderBarten sessions at 
Waverf) CfiiUfren IS J{ouse to tfie fia[Cowed fia[Cs of Vrsinus, 
you fiave a[ways made us proud. 
Proud of your accomp[isfiments . .. 
Proud to 6e your parent and your sister . .. 
Proud to k,now you . . . 
ryou fiave toucfied our fives and made us 6etter. 
We Cove you, 
Congratulations to the Class of ' 04! 
We are proud of you! 
T he Student Life Staff: 
Dolores Arnold 
Maria Beazley 















Kati Von Lehman 
THE BEST YOU CAN 
j . 
'u- fJl:t. r <w.J'a -uad. fo It.e tUCvw 
&1Ul laue/',. .die a4 
~~ OLI4 dw,arrz,a, IIy cuUl ffy-
f!a~ j{fYt jcu~!f ia. anf!t 
X1J <{lay .tfv=,~, 
JflUu- nuue yeCl/M alw .wAif al:tvvt cuw,~ ... 
I do the very best I know how - the very best I can; and I mean to keep doing 
so until the end. If the end brings me out all right, what is said against me won't 
amount to anything. If the end brings me out wrong, ten angels swearing I was 
right would make no difference. 
Sean, 
President Abraham Lincoln/ quoted in Carpenter, 
SIX MONTHS AT THE WHITE HOUSE, 1867. 
We are so very proud of you in many ways, but especially because you have 
always strived to do your best. 
Good luck in law school! 
We love you, 
Mom, Dad and Matt 
Where everybody knows your 
name ... 
-Spamwich -Metal Mei 
-Chucky -Ballerina 
-Mullet -Sinatra 
-Porno Earl -Ellenor 
-Challenged -Xena 
-Alice (truck stop diner waitress) 
These are the days ... 
-DMB memories 
-Jam on the River 
-Ladies night 
-Thursday night power hour 
-Karaoke 
-Wednesday's at the Trappe 
-QT'Ol 











MICHELLE FONTAINE JILL WUESCHINSKI 
MARGARET GALLAGHER 
Tl:r is where I want to be through all eternity 
! 1 ,n If n I 
, 10 I I jl ; Ire 
Maureen A. Brogan 
~04 
Congratulations!! 
We are so proud of 
you. Enjoy your 
accomplishments 
and continue to 
reach for the moon!! 
As your ancestors 
said: ~ay the sun 
always be on your 
face and the wind 
always to your back." 
Love, 
Mom and Daddy 
.... 
You went through hjgh chool with all but one A, 
In fall to rsinus you went away. 
With a lot of hard work and a little bit of fun, 
Finall y your Freshman year was done. 
Physics Class, Wei, and so on, 
Before we knew it, the summer was gone. 
Off you went to handle year (wo, 
r know you thought you would never get through. 
omehow you made it without losing your mind. 
Moved on to IT T and left Weis behind. 
Kaplan Class, school. there wa no re (, 
A new car from mom, you passed the test. 
More classes, work, MCAT as well , 
You had (0 experience the pre-mcd's Hell. 
Mcd School applications and year 4, 
Guess what Kid, there will be a lot more. 
This poem has turned out kjnd of mee, 
01 wi ll end it with a piece of advice. 
Work for tomorrow, As hard as you can today, 
Learn from the past and all will go your way. 
Best wishes and good luck to you Salita, 
From Mom, Dad, Kush, Baby, and Valita! 
( 
The Ursinus Fund congratulates the 
Class of 2004. 
A special thanks to our student 
workers and the phone-a-thon 
callers: Adams Berzins, Joe Calhoun, 
Brad Laskowski, Nina Simoncavage, 
and Fallon Szarko 
Good Luck, 
Carmela, Elizabeth, 
Georgette, and Kate 





























Thank you for all of your hard work as 
ambassadors of the College. You are all 
exceptional individuals and will be missed! 
Wishing you all the best, 
The Ursinus College Admissions Office 
"To dance is to be out of yourself. Larger, 
more beautiful, more powerful. This is power, 
it is glory on earth and it is yours for the 
taking." ~Agnes De Mille 
Congratulations to the seniors of the Escape 





Best of luck in all of your future endeavors. 
Congratulations Class of 2004 
Biology Majors 



















CON6.RA TULA TIO)NS TO: 
Steph Postell 
and the Class ()f 2()04 
From: 
rl-"11e B llsil1ess ()tlice 
ALN 
f100ve sistemood no~h!nq 
1929 2004 
kate. cod. ca, sie. joAnne. Ct1t~. mel 
atnanda. arrie. altllxiS. lindsay. nJrla. 
congratulations seniors! 
remember oourage & steadfastness. 




































We'll m is s you, 
Meg, Alissa, Vicky, 




th e H obs on ites 
The 2004 Ruby Yearbook Staff would 
like to extend our congratulations to the 
Class of 2004. Your influence, 
example, and accomplishments will live 
on. Good luck in the future and always 
remember your past. You are truly an 
epitome of the liberal arts' spirit. 
Congratulations on a job well done! 
SIGHTS-ON, INC. 
Construction Consu Itants 
STEVEN O. GOFFREDO, PRES. 
P.O. BOX 216 
PEN ARGYL, PA 18072 
We've Got Our Sights Set 
On Protecting Your Project 
OFFICE: 610-863-3701 
FAX: 610-863-3703 
E-MAIL: sights_on@fast.net 

